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' Washington, DC 20555-0001

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-440
Supplemental Submittal to License No. NFP-58 Application Pursuant to 10CFR50.80 and
10CFR50.90 for Order and Conforming License Amendment to Transfer Operating Authority
to FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (TAC No. MA2218)

Ladies and Gentlemen:

The Cleveland Electric illuminating Company ("CEI") and Centerior Service Company
("CSC") submitted a request for a 10CFR50.80 Consent Order and a Conforming License
Amendment for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant ("PNPP") Unit Number 1 on June 30,1998.
The Application requested approval for the transfer of operating authority under the PNPP
Unit Number 1 Operating License, Number NPF-58, to a new company, FirstEnergy Nuclear
Operating Company ("FENOC '), and issuance of a conforming amendment.

At the time of the original submittal a Board of Directors and the Principal Officers for /
FENOC had not been named, nor had a company address been established. In addition, an

j
amendment to the Operating Agreement between the Unit Owners (The Cleveland Electric
illuminating Company, Toledo Edison Company, Ohio Edison Company, Pennsylvania Power
Company, Duquesne Light Company) and FENOC had not been formulated.

hbfCEI and CSC are hereby submitting the enclosed supplemental information for NRC staff-

review. Attachment 1 identifies the Board of Directors and Principal Officers of FENOC as
well as the company address. Attachment 2 is a copy of Amendment 2 to the Perry Unit 1
Operating Agreement, which will be mad effective upon the date of actual transfer of control
of the operating authority for Perry Unit 1. Attachment 3 is a copy of the March 10,1987
Perry Unit 1 Operating Agreement for reference. Attachment 4 is a copy of a letter from a
designated Vice President in Duquesne Light Company dated October 20,1998 in support of
the subject transfer of operating authority for PNPP to FENOC.
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CEI and CSC request that the NRC staff process the application on a schedule which will
permit issuance of an immediately effective order to the transfer as promptly as possible,
and in any event before December 15,1998. CEI and CSC also request that the NRC
staff be prepared to issue the conforming license amendment in December 1998. When
final preparations are in place, CEI will notify the NRC staff of the exact date requested
for issuance of the conforming license amendment.

If you have any questions or require additional information please contact
Mr. IIenry L. Hegrat, Manager-Regulatory Affairs, at (440) 280-5606.

Very truly yours,

d)
1

Attachments

cc: NRC Project Manager
NRC Resident Inspector
NRC Region 111
State of Ohio

i
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I, Lew W. Myers, being duly sworn state that (1) I am Vice President - Nuclear, of the
Centerior Service Company, (2) I am duly authorized to execute and file this

certification on behalf of The Cleveland Electric illuminating Company and Toledo
Edison Company, and as the duly authorized agent for Duquesne Light Company, Ohio
Edison Company, and Pennsylvania Power Company, and (3) the statements set forth

'herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.

[ , ' p &e) I d h /f y ]
'

M[rs
Les

Sworn to and subscribed before me, the 27 dayof d6bdA /997,

AW f
-

<d[EE'E',' MOTT ' -
' Notay Pub!!c, Stats of Ohio

MyCemdtn Exp!ros Feb.20,2003
\

x,,(Rgrdcd !n Lake County) ,
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The following is supplemental information regarding the application nc/ e purruant tol

10CFR50.80 for order and conforming license amendment to transfer operating authority
to FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company:

Address of FENOC

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company
Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Post Office Box 97
10 Center Road
Perry, Ohio 44081

.

Names and Addresses of Directors of FENOC: 1

1

Willard R. llolland Anthony J. Alexander
i

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer Executive Vice-President and I

of FirstEnergy Corp. General Counsel of the
76 South Main Street FirstEnergy Corp.,
Akron, Ohio 44308-1890 The Cleveland Electric

illuminating Company,
Toledo Edison Company, and
Ohio Edison Company
76 South Main Street

H. Peter Burg, President and Chief Operating Akron, Ohio 44308-1890
Officer of FirstEnergy Corp. and President of
The Cleveland Electric illuminating Company, John P. Stetz
Toledo Edison Company and Ohic 'idison Company President and Chief Nuclear
76 South Main Street Officer of FirstEnergy
Akron, Ohio 44308-1890 Nuclear Operating Company

Post Office Box 97
10 Center Road

William F. Conway Perry, Ohio 44081 ;
President of William F. Conway & Associates,Inc. |

Scottsdale, Arizona 85262

Principal Officers of FENOC:

John P. Stetz |
President and Chief Nuclear Officer

John K. Wood
Vice President, Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station

Lew W. Myers
Vice President. Perry Nuclear Po' er Plant

>
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AMENDMENT NO. 2
TO THE

PERRY UNIT NO.1 OPERATING AGREEMENT-
TO CHANGE UNIT OPERATOR FROM CEI TO

FIRSTENERGY NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY

THIS AGREEMENT effective as of the ,

by and among The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, an Ohio corporation

("CEI"); Toledo Edison Company, an Ohio corporation ("TE"); Ohio Edison Company,

. an Ohio corporation ("OE"); Pennsylvania Power Company, a Pennsylvania corporation

("PP"); all of which are' wholly-owned subsidiaries of FirstEnergy Corp., an Ohio
,

corporation ("FE") and Duquesne Light Company, a Pennsylvania corporation ("DL"),

each of which is referred to hereinafter as a Participant, or the Participants. and

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company ("FENOC"), an Ohio Corporation and wholly-

owned subsidiary of FirstEnergy Corp.
,

'
,

L

! i

i: W I TN E S S E T H: I

|-
WHEREAS, the Participants have entered into.an Operating Agreement dated''

March 10,1987, hereinafler referred to as the " Agreement", which provides among other
:

things for the operation and maintenance of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant Unit No.1

(the " Unit);
,

4

,

.

J
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WilEREAS, the Participants have amended the Agreement pursuant to a

Memorandum of Agreement dated January 1,1992, (hereinafter referred to as
|

|
" Amendment 1") to provide, among other things, for revisions to Sections 13 and 14 of I

the Agreement to accommodate the ownership change from DL to CEI in Perry Unit No.

2, as such change affects the accounting fbr costs, expenses, and taxes associated with
|

Perry Unit No.1; and j
i

|
|

WHEREAS, the Participants desire to further amend the Agreement to transfer

|

operating responsibilities for the Unit and Unit No.1 Site from CEI to FENOC, as '

hereinafler set forth;
1

|

NOW, TIIEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the mutual

covenants herein set forth, the Participants and FENOC agree as follows:

1. Section 2 is amended and shall read as follows:

At 12:00 noon, Cleveland Time, on the first day of the calendar month
immediately following the calendar month during which the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ("NRC") authorizes the transfer of the Unit operating license to
FENOC, CEI shall cease to be the operator of the Unit and FENOC shall in its
place become operator of the Unit pursuant to this Agreement and NRC
authorization. Therefore and thereafter, subject to matters requiring joint action
as specifically provided herein or as required by law FENOC, on behalf of DL,
OE, PP, CEI, and TE, shall operate and maintain the Unit and Unit No.1 Site,
provide necessary materials and supplies including fuel as provided in Section 11,
and make any additions, replacements and retirements with respect to the Unit,
taking all steps which it deems necessary or appropriate to carry out the
provisions of this Agreement, all in accordance with sound engineering and
operating principles and practices and applicable laws, codes and regulations;
provided that, with respect to the Unit, additions, replacements and retirements
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involving material changes in capability, useful life, basic methods of operation of
the Unit and similar rnatters, and not included in the budget with respect to the
Unit approved in accordance with Section 12 hereof and not of any emergency
nature, shall be made only upon mutual agreement of the Participants.
Retirements with respect to the Unit shall be effected only in manner consistent
with any applicable provisions of the respective mortgage indentu 7 of the
Participants (or any financing lease relating to the Unit and the interests therein to
which a Participant is a party, copies of which wi'd be provided to all
Participants).

2. Section 3 is amended and shall read as follows:

Each participant shall be entitled to its generation entitlement share of the
hour-to-hour net operating capacity of the Unit as determined by FENOC,
and the energy associated therewith. The initial generation entitlement share of
the original Participants shall be as follows: CEI 31.11%, DL 13.74%, OE
30.00%, PP 5.24% and TE 19.91%. Generation entitlement shares may be
assigned and modified in accordance with Section 25 hereof.

3. Section 4 is amended and shall read as follows:

FENOC will keep the Participants infonned as to the expected maximum
hour-to-hour net operating capacity of the Unit permissible for proper operation of
the Unit, as determined by FENOC, as it may vary in accordance with conditions
existing from time to time. Each Participant shall reserve its desired share of
capacity in the Unit and schedule its desired share of energy associated therewith,
on an hour-to-hour basis, up to the limits of its generation entitlement share, all in
accordance with procedures to be agreed upon by the Participants. Subject to
necessary outages or reductions in capability, the Unit shall be operated by
FENOC so as to produce capacity and energy equal to the sums of the capacity
reserved and energy scheduled by the Participants. FENOC shall exercise its best
efforts to achieve a balance between the scheduled output of the Unit and its
actual output, and any imbalances shall be recorded and appropriate adjustments
made periodically to reduce such imbalances.

4. Section 5 is amended and shall read as follows:

FENOC will keep the Participants informed as to the expected minimum
net generation for proper operation of the Unit, as determined by FENOC, as it
may vary in accordance with conditions existing from time to time. At any time
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when the Unit is operated at the level of such minimum net generation, each
Participant shall schedule an amount of energy from the Unit equal to its

| percentage generation entitlement share specified in Section 3 of such minimum
| net generation, provided that if any Participant shall schedule more than its
'

generation entitlement share of such minimum net generation, the other
Participants shall schedule not less than the balance of such minimum net

| generation m proportion to their generation entitlement shares.

, ,

| 5. Section 6 is amended and shall read as follows:
,

The Participants authorize FENOC to provide and FENOC shall provide a
staff of competent engineering, supervisory, operating and maintenance, and other
appropriate personnel to operate and maintaining the Unit and the Unit No.1 Site.
To ensure that technical qualifications of FENOC will be at least equivalent to
those provided by CEI, the CEI employees on site at the Unit at the time FENOC
becomes operator hereunder, will be transferred to and become employees of;.

; FENOC. Such staff and all other employees of FENOC performing work in
connection with the operation and maintenance of the Unit and Unit No.1 Site
shall be, and for all purposes shall be considered to be, employees only of
FENOC. Such staff and employees shall receive their instructions and orders only
from appropriate officials of FENOC.

6. Section 7 is amended and shall read as follows:

Subject to any applicable restrictions contained in Sections 2 and 11, the
Participants hereby appoint FENOC as their agent in respect of the Unit and Unit
No.1 Site, and FENOC agrees as the agent of such Participants and as principal
on its own behalf, to negotiate, execute and enforce contracts (including purchase
order contracts), either in FENOC's name only or in the name of FENOC and as

.
agent for the Participants, providing for the purchase of materials, equipment and

I services for the operation and maintenance of the Unit and the Unit No.1 Site,

L including the provision of nuclear material and nuclear fuel assemblies in
L connection with the operation of the Unit and of the obtaining of necessary
|- governmental authorizations therefor. The Participants hereby ratify and confirm

all contracts entered into by CEI prior to the execution of this Agreement relating
to the operation or maintenance of the Unit or Unit No.1 Site.

J 7. Section 8 is amended and shall read as follows:
:

| .'

|

t
i .,

_ .- . . _ . . ..
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| Scheduled maintenance of the Unit- shall be performed by FENOC in
accordance with the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement as amended January 1,
1993, among CEl, DL, OE, PP and TE, and as subsequently amenJed, or any
extension thereof or successor agreement thereto.

8. Section 9 is amended and shall read as follows:

FENOC shall keep the Participants informed concerning the operation and
maintenance of the Unit and Unit No.1 Site and FENOC plans with respect
thereto, but no failure of FENOC to provide information pursuant to the
provisions of this Section shall relieve any Participants of any of their obligations
under this Agreement.

FENOC shall accord each of the Participants access to the Unit and Unit
No.1 Site at all reasonable times and in accordance with established safety and
security procedures in order that their representatives may examine the Unit and
Unit No. I Site and observe the operation of the Unit. On request therefor,
FENOC shall supply each Participant with copies of any regular and special
reports on the operation, maintenance and condition of the Unit and Unit No.1
Site, whether made by employees of FENOC or by other engineers, consultants or
advisors. The Participants shall consult from time to time as to the operation and
maintenance of the Unit and FENOC shall consider any proposal or suggestion of
the other Participants with respect thereto.

Each Participant may at its own expense provide and maintain
communication, telemetering and control equipment connected to FE's System
Dispatch Office necessary (1) to monitor the Unit, (2) to integrate its generation
entitlement share from the Unit with its control ofits other sources of generation,
or (3) if and when the Unit is automatically regulated by FENOC, to participate in
the regulation of the Unit. Such equipment and its operation shall be subject to,
and shall not interfere with, FENOC's control of the Unit and shall not unduly
alTect the operation of the Unit or the system of any Participant.

9. Section 10 is amended and shall read as follows:

The Participants will cooperate with FENOC in all activitics in connection
with the Unit and Unit No.1 Site, including, without limitation, the filing of
applications for authorizations, permits and licenses, and the execution of such
other documents as may be reasonably necessary to confirm FENOC's authority
to act for them and the assumption by them of their proportionate shares of the
obligations to be incurred pursuant to this Agreement, but, except at FENOC's

:
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written request or as expressly permitted by this Agreement, no Participant shall
incur any obligation in connection with the Unit or Unit No 1 Site which would
or might obligate FENOC or any other Participant to any third party,

10. Section 11 is amended and shall read as follows:

The Participants understand and recognize that nuclear material and
nuclear fuel assemblies for Unit No.1 may be the subject of agreements between
the parties hereto relating to or resulting from joint or individual planning,
scheduling and purchasing by the Participants hereto as a part of nuclear fuel
arrangements for the Unit and other units owned by some or all of the Participants
hereto, Subject to and in accordance with such agreements (such as the
Memorandum of Understanding, dated March 31,1985, relating to Company by
Company Management of Uranium inventory and deliveries) as may exist from
time to time and be applicable, each Participant shall be responsible for a
percentage of the nuclear fuel requirements for the Unit equal to its generation
entitlement share, and FENOC shall manage, schedule deliveries for and handle
fuel to the Unit, including handling of spent fuel from shipment off-site through
fmal reprocessing and disposal of radioactive wastes, whether under contracts
entered into by FENOC with third parties or under contracts entered into prior to
FENOC becoming the operator of the Unit by the Participants with third parties.
Accounting for nuclear materials, nuclear fuel assemblies and fuel handling
expenses shall be handled in accordance with Exhibit A attached hereto and made
a part hereof.

I1. Section 12 is amended to read as follows:

FENOC will prepare, revise from time to time as appropriate and furnish
to each of the other Participants an annual budget showing by months to the
extent possible, the expected operating and maintenance expenses, capital
expenditures and retirements with respect to the Unit and Unit No.1 Site. Any
Participant may raise objections to items contained in such budget and if all
Participants agree such items shall be deleted from the budget. FENOC will also
prepare, revise from time to time as appropriate and furnish to the Participants
projections of such budgets for such reasonably longer periods of time as may be
requested by the Participants.

FENOC will make such records and keep such accounts, consistent with
sound accounting practices, and will permit each of the Participants to record on
its books any transactions provided for herein, in conformity with the Uniform
System of Accounts prescribed for Public Utilities Commission and Licensees by
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'

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") and any state commission
having jurisdiction, as such systems of accounts are now in effect or are hereafter ';

modified of amended. The Participants and their respective independent auditors
;

shall have access at all reasonable time to such records and accounts and FENOC l

will furnish copies of all or any part thereof as requested. FENOC shall preserve
and maintain the originals of each of such records and accounts for at least such
periods of time as any Participant may request, having in mind the requirements
of regulatory authorities having jurisdiction and the policies and practices of the
Participants with respect to retention of records.

FENOC shall prepare and furnish each Participant copies of continuing
property records with respect to the Unit and Unit No. I Site in such form as is i

agreed to be reasonably necessary to conform to the accounting requirements of
each Participant.

The cost of making, preserving and making copies of such budgets,
records and accounts with respect to the Unit shall be borne by the Participants, in
proportion tot their respective generation entitlement shares, except that any cost
incurred for the special purpose of a Participant shall be borne by such Participant.

FENOC shall have special audits conducted, as to the Unit, with respect to
the matters provided for in this Agreement, either internally or by independent
auditors, according to such programs and procedures as agreed to be necessary to
conform to the auditing requirements of each Participant, and shall furnish copies
of the reports of such audits to the Participants. The cost of making such audits,
including any participation by any Participant's auditors agreed to be desirable
and necessary, shall be shared by the Participants in proportion to their respective
generation entitlement shares. Any Participant may, at its own expense, make
such further audits, using its internal or independent auditors or both, as it may
deem desirable.

12. Section 15 is amended to read as follows:

As soon as possible after the close of each calendar month, FENOC shall
advise the Participants as to their respective shares of estimated operation and
maintenance expenses with respect to the Unit or Unit No. I Site, and costs of
adjustments in shares of fuel inventories and/or materials and supplies inventories
for the Unit for such preceding month by FERC account numbers. Fuel expense
data shall preferably be supplied on or before the fourth working day of the
following month, and the other data preferably on or before the eighth working
day of such month.

:

!

_.
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|
As soon as possible after the close of each calendar month, preferably on '

or before the 25th of the following month, FENOC shall prepare and deliver I

invoices to the Participants for their respective shares of actual fixed and variable ;

operation and maintenance expenses and costs of adjustments in shares of fuel l

inventories and/or materials and supplies inventories for the Unit for such
preceding month, by FERC account numbers, in accordance with Exhibit A. The
amount billed shall be payable upon receipt. If such bill is not paid within fifteen
days after the mailing of any such invoice, interest on any unpaid amount shall
accrued from the due date of such unpaid amount and shall be paid for each
month or part thereof at the higher of(a) 1%, or (b) the monthly equivalent of the
current Chase Manhattan Bank Prime Rate, as published quarterly in the CAPCO
Accounting and Procedure manual in effect during the period in which such 1

account remains unpaid.

The Participants shall from time to time jointly determine and furnish on
an equitable basis the amount of working capital needed for the operation and
maintenance of the unit, and the shares thereof to be provided by each. If the
Participants so agree, any Participant or Participants may provide all or part of the
working capital share of another Participant or Participants and shall be
compensated therefor, by the payment of appropriate fixed charges (as prescribed
in the CAPCO Accounting and Procedures Manual.)

13. Section 18 is amended to read as follows:

FENOC shall use its best efforts to arrange for and maintain appropriate
insurance to cover (a) risk of damage to or loss of the Unit or the Unit No.1 Site |

land materials and supplies held for use in connection therewith, including risk of
damage or h ss due to a nuclear incident, (b) liability for bodily injury to, or death j
of, or damage to property of third persons, including liability due to a nuclear '

incident, arising out of the ownership, operation, use or maintenance of the Unit,

and (<' wh other risks as the Participants may agreed shall be so covered.
FENOL onall give good faith consideration to requests by a Participant for an
increase in or addition to insurance maintained with respect to the Unit or the Unit
No.1 Site, provided that such increase or additional insurance is consistent with
prudent utility practice. The cost of such insurance as well as any losses not
covered by insurance shall be shared by the Participants in proportion to their
respective generation entitlement shares in the Unit, and the Participants shall be

,

| named insured in all policies purchased thereunder.
1

t l
1

Each Participant shall have the right to have any lessor and any assignee,

' thereof under a sale and leaseback transaction named on all or any of the i

insurance policies as losses payee or additional in.sured as its interest may appear, |,

1

l

!
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by notice in writing to FENOC given in writing not less than fifteen (15) days
prior to the date proposed for such naming, which notice shall specify the name or

!

| names of such lessor and such additional information as may be necessary or |
required to permit it to be included on the policy (ies) or insurance. '

IFENOC shall assist the insurers in the investigation, adjustment and
settlement or defense of all claims covered by such insurance, and shall |

investigate, adjust and settle or defend all claims or losses arising out of the ;

I ownership, operation, use or maintenance of the Unit or Unit No.1 Site and not j
covered by insurance carried by any of the Participants, subject to approval of all
Participants involved or their related Participants of any such non-insured claims,
or combination of such claims arising out of the same occurrence, in excess of
$200,000.

Any Participant and FENOC may separately procure at its own cost such
other insurance as it may deem appropriate. Each Participant and FENOC shall
make arrangements for appropriate workers' compensation coverage for its own
employees. _I

14. Section 16. Exhibit A is amended to change all references therein from
CEI to FENOC, except the following:

1

Page 13 - Section II B. " Allocation of costs among CEI, DL, OE, PP and !
TE," and in the first paragraph thereunder. l

IN WITNESS WilEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Amendment 2 to

the Perry Unit No.1 Operating Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized

officers this day of ,1998.

i

I

:
!

I

, , _ , _, _ ., . . - . - -- - -- - -
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i

l

1

The Cleveland Electric 1

' 1
. illuminating Company Ohio Edison Company '

4

!
|

'

By: By: |

|
-i

- The Toledo Edison Company Pennsylvania Power Company
i

By: By:

1
'

,

Duquesne Light Company FirstEncrgy Nuclear Operating Company

'

By: By:

!

4

J
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OPERATING AGREEMENT I

|
|

!

Perry Plant Unic No.1 !

Exhibit A

l

Section I. Accounting Concepts

!
. , , , _ , . .. . . -... .. -

,

- 'The Cleveland Ele ^ctric Illuminating Company (CEI) shall record all operation

and maintenance coats in accordance with the Fodstal Energy Regulatory Commisa

sion Unift..M Systess of Accounts 'as outlined in the following schedule. All

charges to accounts must be prefixed with the plant identification number.
,

These numbers will be used to identify the particular installation that should

bear,the associated expenses. Plant Symbols vill be used to accumulate those
. .

costs which can be associac'ed directly with Perry Plant Unit No.1 (PT 1).

Thosa costs applicable to commo facilities or commn functions which cannot

be charged directly to PY No.1, on the basis of actual or estimated labor or

other expenses, will be charged to another Plant Symbol.

.

The costs associated with these common facilities or functions shall then be

allocated to PY No.1, on the basis of the allocation codes itsted under the

Common Plant Symbol. These code definitions appear in Section II 3.

I
l

The Participants in PY No.1 shall shara those coses charged directly r |

Plant Symbol, plus the portion of common costs which are allocated t<

l
These code definitions appear in Section II 5.

.

i

we 9m

a__-- - _ -_- ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _
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Section II A. Allocation of Dperation and Maintenance Costs
4

] A more deta11ed description of the following accounta is in the CF.I and TERC
| 3 Uniform System of Accounts. -

M e
m :

|-
n ;

-m
| g y oo | Direct Charge

- d ," - Pius Allocation Common Costs
$$o FY f of Conraon Costs Allocated
jGN TERC Sub- ; FY No. I to PY No. [

g 4 @o
Acet. Acet. Description Codes Codes

;:: >
< ~- ~

Operation

517-2 Operation, Superviolon and Engineering (See Notie 1)

The cost of Imbor and expenses incurred 01 C
in the general supervieton and direction of
the operatton of nuclear power generating
stations.

518 Nuclear Fuel Expense -

Owned nuclear fuel consumed - burnup expense

518-2 Fixed consumption 01 -

.

Cost of nuclear fuel coneurned at the
zero net output point of the turbine-
generator heat constraption curve during

,

all periode of zero or positive net
; generattori.

.

4

e

o

9

e

$

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _____m
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Section II A. Allocation of Operat ton amt Natutenanco Costs

J
m
c3 Direct ChargeQ . Plus Allocation Comemo Costsg d oo PY,

o f Cors=on Co s ts Allocatedj

E d [o
d. TERC Sutr-g

^
pY No. I to PY No. I

2

I o Acet. Acct. i ikscription Codes Codes1 m- t.:.: - ,

39g Operation (Cont'd),

O> ;
es '

' < **
518 Nuclear ruel Expense (Cont'd)

StS-3 Variable consumption HV or lia -

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel con-
1 surmed in the production of net kWh of'

output above the zero met output point
of the turbine-generator heet consump-
tion curve.

Imased neclear fuel consuded - burnup expense
4

5tS-4 Tixed constreption 01 -

i Cost of nuclear fuel consumed at the;
-

"

zero net output point of the turbine-
generator heat consumption curve during
all periods of zero or positive net
generation.,

4 518-5 Variable co'eunption MV or Ho -
n

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel con-
stened in the production of net kWh of

outpot above the zero net output point
- of the turbine generator heat consump-

; tion curve.
i

'

.

4

g a

* *

:.
O

4
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Section 11 A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

~ ~

m
p Direct Charge
N Plus Allocation Conmon Costm

N d oC PY of Conson Costs AllocatedE"u TERC Sub- j PY No. I to PY No. 1
,

$a_ Acet. Acet. iDescription Codes Codes
-

EUo !
::o Operation (Cont'd)c

~> a i<aA
518 Nuclear Fuel Expense (Cont'd)

Leased nuclear fuel consumed - finance
charge expense

518-5 fixed conswiption at -

Coat of a5ctear fuel concuzed at the
zero net 'outpot point of the carbine-
generator heat consumption curve dur-
ing all periods of zero or positive
net generation.

518-7 Variable consumption HV or HD -
.

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel cort-
sueed la the production of net kWh of
outpet above the zero net output point
of the turbine-generator hest consump-
tion curve.

.

e

9

%*

& *
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Sectico II A. Allocation of operation and Maintenance Costs

d Direct Charge
p Plus Allocation Co amon Costs
G PT of Corrnon Costs Allocated

m c: oo FERC Sub-
, ,

PT No, I to PY No. I
E MC Acet. Acet. Description Codes Codes
s: & ao

m
.E W - Operation (Cont'd)
uOoS *w -

Q($ Nuclear Twel Exhnee (Cont'd)

letssed nuclear fuel consuned - deferred
expense amortiretton

Sla-8 Fixed consumption 01 -

Cost of nuclest fuel consu:med at the
zero net output point of the turbine-
generator heat consu:sption curve during
all period of zero or positive net .

generation.

STS-9 Variable consumption- HV or HQ -

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel con-
~

aused la the production of net kWh of
output above the zero' net output point

~

of the turbine-generator heat consump-
tion curve.

318-10 amergency Diesel ruel - 011 consumed 01 -

Energency diesel fuel oil' consused in
.the operation of the plant.

319 Coolante and Water (See Notes 1 and 3)

Cost of labor, materiale used and expenses HY -

incurred foriheat transfer materials and

. -
water used for steam and cooling purposes.

9 G

g a

3
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Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

1 .J
m Utreet Charge

. m"
9 -

Plus Allocation Conmon Costs
! of Common Costs Allocated

"

[h$ * PY No. I to pY No. 1PY

PERC Sub- ,ggy
Ec Acet. Acct. Description Codes Codes

50$ !

$$ Operation (Cont'd) .

< m m@ :

Coolants and Water (See Notes 1 and 3) (Cont'd)
-

519-2 Direct charges and an allocation of coccon 01 C

costs.

HT -

519-3 Charges based on the HY f actor.

520 Steam Expenses (See Notes 1 and 3) -

The cost of Ishor, materials used and ex-
penses incurred in the operation of the _

following systems and their associated in-
struments, controle and switchgear, as
defined in the Final Safety Analysis

* .

Report.

520-2 Utreet charges and an allocation of 01 C

common costs.

.

MY -

520-3 Charges based on the HY factor.

523-2 Electric Expenses (See Notes I and 3)

The cost of labor. .aterlats used and ex- 01 C

penses incurred in the operation of the
main turbo-generator and auxiliary appa-
ratus, switchgese and other electric
equipment to the Nint where electricity
leaves for conversion for transmission or

, distribution.

.
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I Section II A. A11ocettoo of Operation and Maintenance Costs

0
2

N
* Direct CharRe,.

n :S co ! Plus Atlocation Cownon Conts
'

E dC PY j
.

of Conpuon Couts Allocated

ghcW[ F ERC Sub- 1 PY No. I to PT No. tj
Acet. Acet. Description Codes Codes'

.
-

uOo
S m 1*

Q(y Operation (Cont'd) j
,

'

524-2 Miscellaneous Ndelear Power Expenses (See Notes 1 and 3)

Cost of labor, materials used and expenses 01 C
incurred which are not specifically provided
for or are not readily assignable to other
nuclear generation operating accounts.

. 524-8 Auxiliary Boiler - 011 Consumed 01 -

3

Auxiliary boiler oil consumed in the
operation of the plant.

525-2 Rente
.

Cost of all rents of property of others 01 C
used, occupied or operated in connection
with nuclear generation.

Maintenance Accounts

528-2 Maintenance, Supervision and Engineering (See Note 1)

This account shall include the cost of 01 C
1 abor and expenses incurred in the general<

supervision and direction of maintenance
of nuclear generation facilities.

,

.

e

e

4
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$ Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

$
n&=

c4 C Direct charge

g$o : Plus Allocation Comon Costs3
jG* PY | of Common Costs Allocated
Sj 9 o PERC Sub- PY No. I tn PY No. I

,

O >- Y Acet. Acet. iDescription Codes Codese
<AA

i
Maintenance Accounts (Cont'd) ,

529-2 Maintenance of Structures (See Notes I and 3)

The cost of labor, materials used and ex- DI C

penses incurred in the maintenance of
structures, the book costs of which are
includable in, Plant Account 321, Struc-
tures and Improvements.

530 Maintenance of' Reactor Plant and Equipcnent (See Notes 1 and 3)

Coat of labor, materials used and expenses

incurred in the maintenance of reactor -

plant, the book cost of which is includable
in Flant Account 322. Reactor Plant Equipment.

530-2 Direct chardes and en allocation of 01 C

corraon costs.

530-3 Charges based on the ftY factor. ItY -

531-2 Maintenance of Electric Plant (See Note 1)
,

Cost of labor, materials used and expenses 01 . C

incurred in the esintenance of electric plant,

the book cost of which is includable in Plant
Account 323 Turbo-Generator Units, and Plant
Account 324, Accessary Electric Equipment.

.

m

4
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1 Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

$
-m

m
m y oo

,

Direct Charge1

; gdC j Plus Allocation comon Costs
odO PY

~

of Common Costs Alincatent

[joC3 PERC Sub- i PY No. I to PY No. I|
y Acct. Acct. ; Description Codes Codes,

QCP i'

Maintenance Accounts (Cont'd) j
*~

.

532-2 Maintenance of Miscellaneous Nuclear Plant (See Note !),
.

Cost of labor, materials used and expenses 01 C'

incurred in esintenance of miscellaneous'

a nuclear generating plant, the' book cost of
which is inclodebte in Plant Acenunt 325,

I Miscellaneous' Power F1snt Equipment.
_

Transmission Operation
-

,

362 Station Expenses

.100 Perry Station - Cowon -

..I10 Perry Statlon|- Unit No. 13

Cost of labor, caterists used and ex- Of C
penses incurred in the operation of
the following equipment:

The main uniti step-up transformer
and the high voltage connection in-
cluding conductors, towers and associ-
ated facilities up to the' connection

~

between the conductors and the switch-
yard structure.

-

i. .

, e

M

4

4

.
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Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Coats
J

*

m
m Direct Chargec;

m M co ! Plus Allocation Corvson Costs
I of Coenon Costs AllocatedE dC FY

yhQ FERC Sub- ,5 PY No. I to PT No. I

.c W N Acct. Acet. Description Codes Codes
oU .o

IS m*

Q(y Transmission Maintenance (Cont'd) ;
1

Include in this account also the 138 kV
towers, conductors and associated equip-
ment which serve the station service
transformers. Exclude from this alloca-
tion all equipment located within the

,

transmission switchyard. We allocattos
of operating costs for equipnent wit,hin
the switchyard is provided for in the
CAPCO Accounting and Procedure Manual,

'

Section 05-04.

- 570 Maintenance of Station Equipment

'

.100 Perry Station - Common .

5.110 Ferry Station - Unit No. 1

Cost of labor, anterials used and ex- 01 -

penses incurred in the maintenance of
the following equipment:

,

The main unit' step-up transformer
and high voltage connection including
conductors, towers and associated
fact 11ttes up to the connection of
the conductors with the switchyard

structure.
.

_
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.

Section II A. Allocation of Dperation and Maintenance Costsa
"m
m
m

gyw Direct Charge, ;
-x Plus Allocation Concon Costsm

.

E PY i of'Conmon Costs Allocatedj$o ,

Gg FERC Sub- j PY No. I to PY No. I.

gU p Acet. Acct. f Description Codes Codes
t:: > es i
<AA Transmission Maintenance (Cont'd)!

Include in this account also the 138 kV
towers, conductors and associated equip--
ment which serve the station service
transformers. -Exclude from this alloca-
tion all equipment located within the
trans:sission switchyard. The allocation
of maintenance costs for equipment within
the switchyard is provided for in the
CAPCO Accounting and Procedure Manual,
Section 05-04.

Clearing Accounts

184 Cost of labor, amateriale used and expenses incurred in surveillance tenting and other
activittee which are directly related to Perry Plant Power Station and which are chstged
to CEI clearing secounts will be distributed monthly to appropriate Perry Plant Power
Station operation and esaintenance expense accounts in accordance with allocation percent-
ages as deterrained by CEi. CEI will periodically review these allocation percentagem for
reasonableness.

.

$

4

6.,

e
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Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

m
m
c;4 - Direct Charge.'

r1{%00 Plus Allocation Common Costs

E ~~b [3
4 PY of Common Costs Allocatedy FERC Su b- PT No. I to PY No. I

ij (j ],4 Acet. Acet. . Description Codes Codes

! Clearing Accounts (Cont'd)

163-100 Perry Warehouse operation and Natutenance

Costs relating to purchasing, meterial control - handitng - inspection quality and
safety control for such activities and storeroom maintenance exclusively for Ferry
Plant will be charged to this acenunt.

Note it Charges made to the primary secounts will include distributions from cleartnx secounts for
such costs se direct supervision, clerical and secretarial activities, paid time not vt-ked and plant
stores handling costs for all Pe'ery employees not on the Treasurer's Payroll.

Note 2: Accounts used follow those prescribed by the PERC Uniform System of Accounts. If the PERC
changes their System in the future, Perry Plant accounting will follow the changed systee..

.

Note 3: See FERC sad the CEI Uniforn Systems of Accounts for the appropriate charges to these accoontg.

,

a

e
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Section II B. Allocation Codes and Explanations

Allocation of Cosson Costs to Perry . Plant
Unit No.1 J

1

(

:

The basis for allocating common costs to Perry Plane Unit No. 1 is as follows:

*

C9EE.

C The portion o$ the cont to be allocated ed" Perry Plant-Unit No l.
~

shall be the quotient of (a) the prevailing Net Demonstrated Capa-

bility of Perry Plant Unit No. I divided by (b) the sta of the Net -

'

Demonstrated Capability of Perry Plant Unit No.1. All common costs

are therefora allocated to Unit No.1. .

.

.

Allocation of Costs. Among C2I, DL. OE. PP _and TE

The bases for allocating among the Participants the surn of those costs which

are charged to Perry Plant Unit No. I and the portion.of the common costs

which are allocated to Perry Plant Unic No.1 are as follows:
,

01 The costs shall be allocated among the Participants in proportion to

their present respective generation entitlement share in Unit No. I

are as follows: 31.11% to CEI,13.74'% to DL, 30.00% to OE, 5.247, to

PP and 19.91 to TE.

|

!
!

|

,

*

|

|

, . _ _ - - -
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.

HV The costs during the current month shall be allocated to a Partici-

pant in proportion Lo a fraction, the numerator of which is the

variable portion of the Btu input to the main unit turbine used to

produce the kilowatthours of energy taken by that Participant during

the current month, and the denominator of which is the variable por-

tion of the Btu input used in producing all of the kilowatthours of

energy taken by all of the Participants during that same month; these

Utu inputs being calculated hourly and accumulated monthly in accord-
^^

forthance with the principles of allocation of, heat constnption set,

in Section III.

.

RY The coats during the current month shall be allocated to a Partici-
''

pant in proportion to a' ' fraction, the numerator of which is the total

Btu of energy consumed by that Participant during the precedind
,

twelve-month period and the denominator of which is the total Stu of

energy const ned by att Participants during that same preceding twelve ,

month period.

H0 The costs during the current month shall be computed by using Par-
*

ticipant's costs. These costs vill be accumulated by the operating
. .

company to arrive at the total unit cost.

I
.

- _ _ _
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Section III. Fuel

Nuclear Puel_

The quantities of nuclear fuel materials required for efficient operation of

the Unit shall be owned or leased by the Participants of Perry Plant Unit

No.1 in percentage shares equaling the respective generation entitlement

share in the Unit in which the fuel materials are intended to be used. As the

quantity of fuci is conoumed, any . imbalance in' nucl. ear fuel sacertata,shall be

adjusted monthly to the generation entitlement share in the Unit. Monthly

calculation of the cost of the fuel consumed may be done by the operating
,

Participant or by each Participant. Since the cost of fuel may be different

for each Participant, total fuel 'ost shall be determined by adding eachc
,

Participaut's cost. At the beginning of each month, each Participant's un-

amortised value in nuclear fuel materials must $c in proportion to that Par-

ticipant's share of the original cost of fuel. Each Participant's share of

the original cost need not be equal to that Participant's generation entitle-

ment share in the Unit. Adjustments to maintain such proportional unamortized i
1

value will be made monthly in accordance with Section VI of this Exhibit.

|-

The accounting for owned or leased nuclear fuel will be in accordance with the

PERC Uniforu System of Accounts.

I

The following basic principles shall govern the calculation of depletion
-

(amortization) of fuel assemblies installed in the reactor for heat production.

1

e

., _
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i

1. Nuclear fuel assemblies shall be considered to be producing heat only

during periods of zero or positive net generation.
I

2. Durin6 pe riods of negative net generation, it will be considered that in-

stalled nuclear fuel assemblies are not producing heat and are not thus I

c ons umed . During periods of negative net generation, records of station
j

service electric energy supplied by the systen shall be maintained and

the Participants in the Unit shall be invoiced for such electric enesgy
- - in proportion to their generation entitlement shara in the Unit at the

- - . . _ . . .

operating Participant's systs average production cost (including net

purchased power costs) during the current calendar month adjusted to ex-

clude the output and cost during the current calendar month of the Unit

to which such station service energy was supplied. $

s

s

3. During periods of cero or positive net generation, the components of )

consumption of heat from nuclear fuel assemblies shall be considered to |

consist of a fixed heat consumption consponent and a variable heat con-*

|

sumption corsponent. The components of heat consu:sption are illustrated

by the current turbine generator heat consumption curve for the Unit as

agreed to by the Participants. The fired portion of heat consumption

consists of the heat produced by the reactor required to supply station

service electric energy plus heat losses in the plant.

1

Note: Estimated cones will be used for the current month's calculation and
a n adj us tme nt , based upon chn deviation of estimated vs. actual cos ts,
vill be made in the next succeeding enth's billing.

,

w - - - ,
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4. During periods of zero or positive net generation, the fixed and variable

portions of the total unit heat consumption shall be calculated on an

hour-by-hour basis. The fixed portion of the Unit heat consumption shali

be the product of service hours accumulated during periods of zero or

positive net generation times the fixed unit heat consumption as indi-
,

!

cated on the current turbine-generator heat consumption curve for the i

Unit as agreed to by the Participants. The variable portion of the unit

heat consupption shall be the total net main unit generation in Hw hr/hr,

,

converted to Beu/hr, axeluding the fixed unit heat consumption. utilizing,

-

,
^

|.,

the' relationship between Hv,hr/hr versus Stu/hr as rep [ ele'n~ tid o'n"The I

current turbine-generator heat consumption curve for the Unit as agreed

to by the Participants. The total unit heat consumption shall be the sum |

of fixed and variable portions of the unit heat consumption. The portion
,

,

of the coat of nuclear fuel consumed to be considered to be attributrble

'' to fixed unit heat consumption for each Participant shall be the. total

cost for each Participant of nuclear fuel consumed times a fraction, the

numerator of which is the monthly fixed unit heat consumption and the de-

nominator of which is the total monthly unit heat consumption. The por-

tion of the cost of nuclear fuel consumed to be attributable to variable

heat consumption for each Participant shall be the total cost of ncelear

fuel consumed for each Participant minus the portion of the cos t of nu--

clear fuel consumed attributable to fixed unit heat consumption for each

Participant.

!
.

y -, - -

,
-

. . . , - , _ _,
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5. In detetuining the cost of nuclear fuel consuned, costs shall be calar

laced using anortization in proportion to main unit heat cons tru ption ,

such cost taking into account the original acquisition cost for each

Participant of the materials and services required to provide the f uel as

originally installed, the predicted total heat output of the assemblies

and the estimated not value of salvage materials. Each Participant may

calculate its chare of the cost of nuclear fuel constned or, it requested,

CEI shall calculate stch cost of nuclear fuel conotzned using methods
.

~ > and/or computer codes considered acceptab'le ,by the Participants for this
,

^ pur po s e. .

6. For owned nuclear fuel, the monthly nuclear fuel expenso shall be deter-

mined by the formulat ,'

FC =Ec (A -S}
'

c c f
T
f

where

FC = Nuclear fuel expense during the current accounting month.

E = The energy, in Beu, produced during the current accounting month.

E = The energy, in Btu, expected to be produced from the beginning ofg
the current accounting month until the entiented end of life of the
f ue 1.

A = The unamortised value of the fuel as reflected by the dif ference

between the balances in Accounts 120 3 (Nuclear fuct assemblies in
reactor) and 120.5 (Accumulated provision for amortiration of nu-
clear f uel assemblies) at the beginning of the current accounting
uonth.

S = Anticipated salvage value of the f uel with related deductions in-g
cluding , but not limited to , shipping , reprocessing and wa ste dis-
posal costs.
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i

( 7. The monthly charge to expense for leased nuclear fuel constreed is com-

| posed of (a) a burnup expense related to energy resource conomption, (b)

a finance charge expense on sicher a current or levelized basis, and, if
|

appropriate (c) amortization of acessnulated deferred expenses.

a. Monthly Burnup Expense

The monthly burnup expense shall be calculated as follows:

B =E (c -s)c e e f

E2, - . . . . . .

where!

B = Burnup expense for the current accounting month.
e

Eg = The energy, in Stu, produced during the current accounting month.
'

E = The energy, in Bcu', expected to be produced from the beginning
g of the current accounting month to the end of life of the fuel. '

,

1.

C* = The lessor's net investment (acq6isition cost as defined in the 1

icase agreement less burnup expenses prior to the current ac- |
counting month) at the beginning of the current accounting month. ;

I.

S = Anticipated lessors net investment at the end of the Icase-teru,
g representing the salvage value of the fuel with related deduc-

tions including, but not limited to, shipping , reprocessing and
waste disposal costs.

B. Monthly Fin _ance Charge Expense

At the election of each Participant, which election may be made
separately for each batch of nuetear fuel, che monthly finance charge
expense may be calculated in either of the following two ways:

1. Current finance charge expense. The amount paid or payable to
the lessor in the current month for finance charges.

F =RC
C C C

!

i,

f

V

!

!

,

-.-m
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11. Levelized finance charge expense. The current month's share,
apportioned on energy resource consuiption, of all finance
charges to be paid or payable to the lessor for finance charges
over 'the remaining life of the fuel including such charges for
the current month.

Y, = E ((K C ) + (1,gC , ) +...+ (R C )]gg

T"f
where:

7 = The finance charge expense in the current accounting month.

E = The energy in Btu produced in the current accounting month.
c

E = The energy in Bcu expected to be ' produced from the beginning of
g the current accounting month to the *end of the lease cars..

-

R, = The actual or estimated lease rate in month 1, expressed as the
decimal equivalent of percent per month, as defined in the lease~

agreement or as calculated ,to produce total monthly costs of fi- .

nancing including any financing related fees. R is the ratecis the rate for the final month offor the current month and Rg
the lease term.

,

= The lessor's actual' of estimated net investment at the beginningC,
'

of month i (acquisition cost as defined in the Icase agreement*

less burnup payments made to the lessor prior to month 1), c
is the value at the beginning of the current month and C is Ehe
value at the beginning of the final month of the lease them.

*

c. Monthly Amortixation of__ Deferred Expense

The monthly amortitation of deferred expenso shall be calculated as
f ollows :

DA =Ee (D +D)c p a
T~
f

where:

= The amortization of deferred expense during the current account-DA
" ing month.

The energy, in Beu, produced during the current accountingE -

month.

The energy, in Btu, expected to be produced from the_ beginningE =

of the current accounting month to the end of the life of theg

f uel .

.

, n
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i

|
|

| D The una:sortised portion at the beginning of the current account--

p
ing month of the deferred expense related to the period prior
to the beginning of commercial operation of the leased nuclear
fuel.

|

The unainortised portion at the beginning of the current account-0 -
# ing month of the deferred expense related to the period af ter

the beginning of commercial operation of the Icased nuclear
fuel.

0,i.1,

011 required for operating the Unit shall be, procured by CEI. Oil which is

purchased prior to beginning 'of' commercial operation of Unit'"No.-1"is -charged

to the proj ect work order. Prior to commercial operation of Unic No.1, a

physical inventory of oil at the site vill be conducted by CEI. Subs eq uently, -

such oil will be transferred from the project work order to Account 1$1 (Fuel

S tock - 011). Oil which is purchased af ter the commercial operation date of

Unit'No. I will*be charged directly to Account 151.
.

.

Monthly oil usage shall be credited to Account 151 and charged to the follov-,

ing operation expense accountst

A/C 518-10 - Emergency Diesels - Fuel Consumed

| A/C $24-8 - Auxiliary Boiler - 011 Consumed

Each Participant's share of the oil inventories at the beginning of each month

must be equal to that Participant's generation entitlement share. Adj us tme nt s
|

to maintain such proportional ownership vili be made conthly in accordance
,

with Section VI of this Exhibit.,

.

I
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| . .

|

|
*

t

| Section IV. Materials and Supplies

|- I

Materials and supp11ss required for the operation and maintenance and subse-
1
'

quent conateuction of the Unit shall be procured by CEI. Materials and sup.

plies which are purchased prior to the beginning of conunercial operation of

Perry Plant Unit No. I are charged to the project work order. Prior to co e

mercial operation of Unit No.1. a physical inventory of materials and sup- -

plies at the site will be conducted by CEI. Subsequently, such materials and
~

supplies will be transferred f rom the project work order to Account _154 (PAAnt

Materia 1a and operating Supplies). Materials and supplies which are purchased

af ter the commercial operation date of Unic Ho. I will be charged directly to .

"

Account 15 C. -

i
.

*

),

i
Monthly materiale end supplies usada shall be credited to. Account 154 and

charged to the appropriate operation and maintenance expense accounts, as de-
. 1

scribed in Section II 8 and subsequent construction as defined in the Subse-
'

quent Construction Agreement.

.

Eacit Participant's share of the materials and supplies inventor'y at the begin-
'

ning of each month must be equal to that Participant's generation entitlement

share in the unit. Billing adjustments to maintain such proportional genera-

tion entitlement share will be made monthly in accordance with Section VI of

this Exhibit.

l
1

|i

t 1

!

|'

|

I

L

l
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i

Section V. Other Expenses

.

-

|

>

For intercompany billing purposes, labor and material additive costs at cur-

rent rates prevailing at CEI as adjusted from time to time shall be added to

j the labor and material components of operation and maintenance costs of Perry

Plant Unit No. I to which such rates are applicable and shall be shared by
i

che Participants on the same basis on which the primary labor and material

costs are chared. -

'
.

- . . . . . . . . . .
In addition, an allocation will be made of Account $56. System control and

Load Dispatching Coats Related to Production, and Account 557, Other Produc-
.

tion Expenses. These costs would be allocated to Perry Plant Unit No. I on a

direct basis where a dienet relatiooship exists, or on a net generating cap-
.

ability ratio when a direct relationship does not exist. Account 556 vill in-

clude only chose load dispatching costs incurred by CEI that are attributable

to the Perry Plant Unic No.1. Included in Account $57, Other Production

Expenses, are other production expenses not directly assignable to the other

perduction accounts. These costs included in Account 557 may be charged

directly where a direct relationship exists or, if not, they may be allocated

on a net generating capability basis. The invoice vill identify amounts

billed that were included in Accounc $57.

I
|

For intercompany billing purposes, administrative and general (A4G) expensos

shall be allocated to' Perry Plant Unic No.1 on the basis of the composite

three year moving eierage ratio for CEI calculated at the end of each calendar

year in accordance with the following formula to becoce ef fective on July 1

of the following year.
.

4
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4

L, , (1 + p/P) + Og

(L,-La2) (I * P'"I + (O ~ n)e

In which:
,

L and og g = The three-year stans of direct labor expense and direct other-
than-labor expense, respectively, charged to the following
accounts :

;; 1. Account 920, Administrative and General Salaries.

2. Account 921, Of fice Supplies and Expenses.

3. Account 922, Administrative txpenses Transferred - Credit,-

excluding -(l) 'any reduction for 'A&G costs billed to other.*

Participants, and (2) any increases for A&G costs paid to
o ther Participants.

.

- (1 + p/P) e A cost ratio by means of which those expenses directly associ- -

ated with payroll (labor additivea) may be Mded to direct labor
charge s.

p = The three year aus of the following labor additives
.

'

.l. Payroll Taxes *

'

Federal Old-Age Benefits
Federal Uneaployment Insurance
State Unanployment Insurance '

,

'

2. Workers' Compensation and/or Injuries and Damage (Payroll
related costs only)

3. Employee Pensions and Benefits (Account 926)

4. Pay for Time Not Worked

Exclude any labor addicives which are included with the basic direct labor

charges, examples of which might be " Pay for Time Not Worked" or " Payroll

Taxes."

i

t
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P = The three-year sum of the total payroll utth which the above
labor additives are associated.

I
L* and 0 .= The three year sums of direct labor expense and direct other-* than-labor expense, respectively, charged to all operation and

maintenance expense accounts except accounts for fuel and pur-
chased / interchange power for the entire company, excluding (1)
any reduction for direct labor expense and other-than-labor ex-
pense billed to other Participants, and (2) any increases for
direct labor expenses and other-than-labor expenses paid to
other Participants. *

L and 0 = The three year sums of direct labor expenses and direct other-
82 82 chan-labor expense, respectively, charged to all Administrative

and General Expense Accounts 920 through 935, inclusive.,

i

. . . _ . . . . . . . .

The amount of administrative and general expenses to be allocated to each Par-
|

| ticipant during a given period shall be the product of the above ratio multi- *

plied by th'e total operation and maintenance expenses and labor additives,

excluding Account 518, allocated to the Participant for that period. |
l

*
'

|*

Payroll Ad * *1fes on Mrtect 1, abor cost
'

t
l

Payroll additives on direct labor costs will be computed using the same compo-

nents as used in the 1 + p/P basis, except it will be a monthly rate on a one-

month lag basis.

i.
|

,

l

:

f

.

t

|

|
|

-___
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,

Section VI. Billing

|
1

The montMy bill for operation and maintenance expensen will include costs for

materials and supplies, oil and nuclear fuel and other operation and mainte-

nance expenses.

1. Materials and Supplies (MAS) and 011 Suppli_es

,

1

| '"CEI shall procure MS and Oil and pay ven' dors..all payments as they become
!

due and shall promptly bill the Participants in the unit for their re-

| spective shares of smh procuraments.

|

l

Since the Participants in the Unit will own M&S and Oil inventory in pro-
.

portion to.their generaciou entitlement chare in the unit, the Partici-
, , .

pants will be given credit on the monthly bill for their share of the H&S

and 011 which were constased and charged to expense during the billing

j period. Included in the monthly bill will be charges or credits for M&S ,

and 011 necessary to maintain, at the beginning of each month, the Par-

ticipant's ranaining generation entitlement share in M&S and 011 in pro-

Portion to their original generation entitlenant share in H&S and 011.

1*

2. Nuclear Fuel ,

,

~

Nuclear fuel may be owned or leased. With respect to the procurement of

owned nuclear f uel fo r the Unit, CEI will pay vendors payments as they

becorne due having received from the Participants on the business day

.

!

{
!

|

_, _- . - .
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|

on or before the payin, ant date the Pare.icipants' respective shares of such j

payments; or each Participant may pay and Secumulate the cos ts of fuel

they purchasa for the Unit. With respect to the procurament of leased

nuclear fuel, CEI as agent for the Participants, may instruct the lessor |

for the Unit to make payments to vendors as they became due; or each Par- |

ticipant' may ins truct its individual lessor to make payments as they be-

come due.

|

'If the funi is. leased and. CEI is the daient,of the Icase, CEI will pay to
. ~ . . . - . . . . . . . . . . .

the lessors all payments as they become due, having received from the
i
iParticipants their respective shares of such payments on or before the '

payment.date. If the Participants utilize their own lease agreements

they will pay their respectiva shares of the lease costs directly to the j
- -

. .

les so rs.

CEI shall make payments for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel from the

Unit in.accordance with the U.S. Department of Energy Contract No.

DE-CR01-85 RW00046, having received from the Participants in the Unit

their respective shares of such payments on the business day prior to the
.

payment date.

Included in the monthly bill vill be adjustments between Participants of

nuclear fuel expenses necessary to r.aintain, at the beginning of each

| month, the Participants' remaining owned shares or lease shares in the

in-core value of nuclear f uei in proportion to their original cos t of,

owned shares or lease shares of the in-core value of nuclear fuel.
.
'

<

- - _ . , _ _
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.

If any Participant chooses to compute its share of amortization and ex-

pense, CEI will furnish such participant with heat consumption and mega-

watthour data as appropriate and the Participant will perform such

computation and furnish CEI with the results to accumulate the total Cost

of funi consumed. If a Participant elects to have CEI compute its share

of amortization and expense and the Participant is supplying its own in-

dividual lease financing, such Pa,rticipant will furnish CEI with financ-

ing charge data and CEI will furnish auch Participant with the results

' of the computation'. ' ' *
- - - - - - - ~ ~ -

I

3. Monthly operation and Maintenance Expense

!

CEI will bill the Participants in Perry Plant Unit No. 1 monthly for . 1

i
'

j their respective shares of operation and maintenance expenses for the
"

Unit. l

|

NOTE: Costs of subsequent construction will be billed separately in accord-
|

| ance with the Subsequent Construction Agreement and will not ,be part of

the Operation and Maintenance bill.
I

l
'

(

|. |

,

8

s
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OPERATING AGREEMENT

Perry Unit No. 1

This Agreement, dated March 10, 1987, entered into by and.

between The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, an Ohio |

corporation ("CEI"); Duquesne Light Company, a Pennsylvania

corporation ("DL"); Ohio Edison Company, an Ohio corporation ("0E");

Pennsylvania Power Company, a Pennsylvania corporation ("PP"); and4

The Toledo Edison Company, an Ohio corporation ("TE") (sometimes.

~

collectively referred to herein as the " Participants" and -

i individually as a " Participant").
.

t

j WITNESSETH:

;

! 1. CEI, DL, OE, PP and TE have provided for the
,,

construction on a tract of land, known as the Perry site and
f

consisting of approminately 1,100 acres located near Lake Erie in

North Perry Village and Perry Township, Lake County, Ohio, of a

nuclear electric generating unit, having a net rated capacity in the

1,200,000 kilowatt class, known as " Unit No.1" or the " Unit".

.
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The Unit was constructed pursuant to a Construction
,

Agreement among the Participants dated July 22, 1974 (hereinafter

sometimes referred to as the " Construction Agreement"), as amended by

the Memorandum Agreement dated January 29, 1975 relating to capacity

deferrals, the Memorandum Agreement dated November 15, 1978 relating

to schedule changes in construction, the Memorandum Agreement dated

July 1,1981 relating to schedule changes in construction and

ownership changes, and the Memorandum of Agreement dated September

20, 1982 relating to amendments to construction and operating

agreements. As of the date of execution and delivery hereof, the Unit

is owned by CEI, DL, OE, PP and TE as tenants in common with

undivided interests of 31.11%,13 74%, 30.005, 5.245 and 19.915,

respectively.

The term " Unit No.1" and the word " Unit" as used in this 1

Agreement, shall mean and include such Unit and the common facilities
i

allocable thereto. The interests in land associated with the Unit i

referenced above are referred to as the " Unit No.1 Site".
|

I

This Agreement provides for the operation and maintenance

of all or any portion of Unit No.1 from its date of consercial

operation and thereafter.

|
|
.

2. Subject to matters requiring joint action as |

specifically provided herein or as required by law, CEI, on its own

behalf and on behalf of DL/ OE, PP and TE, shall operate and maintain
'

the Unit and Unit No.1 Site, provide necessary materials and

|
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supplies including fuel'as provided in Section 11, and make any

additions, replacements and retirements with respect to the Unit,

taking all steps which it decas necessary or appropriate to carry out

the provisions of this Agrecuent, all in accordance with sound

engineering and operating principles and practices and applicable

laws, codes and regulations; provided that, with respect to the Unit,

additions, replacements and retirements involving material changes in

capability, useful life, basic methods of operation of the Unit and

slailar matters, and not included in the budget with respect to the

Unit approved in accordance with Section 12 hereof and not of any

energency nature, shall be made only upon autual agreement of the

Participants. Retirements with respect to the Unit shall be effected

only in a nanner consistent with any applicable provisions of the

respective nortgage indentures of the Participants or any financing

lease relating to the Unit and the interests therein to which a

Participant is a party, copies of which will be provided to all

Participants).

3 Each Participant shall be entitled to its generation

entitlement share of the hour-to-hour net operating capacity of the

Unit as determined by CEI, and the energy associated therewith. The

initial generation entitlement share of the original Participants

shall be as follows: CSI 31.115, DL 13 74%, OE 30.00%, PP 5.24% and

TE 19 91%. Generation entitlement shares may be assigned and!-

modified in accordance with Section 25 hereof.

.

4. CEI will keepithe Participants informed as to the
!

'

i expected marinum hour-to-hour net operating capacity of the Unit

.- - -
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permissible for proper operation of the Unit, as determined by CEI,
!

as it may vary in accordance with conditions existing from time to

| time. Each Participant shall reserve its desired share of capacity

in the Unit and schedule its desired share of energy associated

therewith, on an hour-to-hour basis, up to the limits of its

generation entitlement share, all in accordance with procedures to be

agreed upon by the Participants. Subject to necessary outages or

reductions in capability, the Unit shall be operated by CEI so as to

produce capacity and energy equal to the sums of the capacity

reserved and energy scheduled by the Participants. CEI shall

exercise its best efforts to achieve a balance between the scheduled

output of the Unit and its actual output, and any imbalances shall be

recorded and appropriate adjustments made periodically to reduce such

imbalances.

5. CEI will keep the Participants informed as to the

expected mininua net generation for proper operation of the Unit, as

determined by CEI, as it may vary in accordance with conditions

existing from time to time. At any time when the Unit is operated at

the level of such ninlaus net generation, each Participant shall
.

schedule an amount of energy from the Unit equal to its percentage

generation entitlement share specified in Section 3 of such mininua

net generation, provided that if any Participant shall schedule more

than its generation entitlement share of such mininua net generation,

the other Participants shall schedule not less than the balance of

such minimum net generation in proportion to their generation

entitlement shares.
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;

!
i

6. The Participants authorize CEI to provide and CEI shall
| provide a staff of competent engineering, supervisory, operating and

maintenance, and other appropriate personnel to operate and maintain

the Unit and the Unit No. 1 Site. Such staff and all other employees

I of CEI performing work in connection with the operation and

maintenance of the Unit and Unit No.1 Site shall be, and for all

purposes shall be considered to be, employees only of CEI. Such

staff and employees shall receive their instructions and orders only

from appropriate officials of CEI.

i
f

7 Subject to any applicable restrictions contained in

Sections 2 and 11, the Participants hereby appoint CEI as their agent

; in respect of the Unit and Unit No.1 Site, and CEI agrees as the

agent of such Participants and as principal on its own behalf, to
|

'

| negotiate, execute and enforce contracts (including purchase order

contracts), either in CEI's name only or in the name of CEI on its

own behalf and as agent for the Participants, providing for the

purchase of materials, equipment and services for the operation and

maintenance of the Unit and the Unit No.1 Site, including the

provision of nuclear material and nuclear fuel assemblies in

|- connection with the operation of the Unit and the obtaining of

necessary governmental authorizations therefor. The Participants

hereby ratify and confirm all contracts entered into by CEI prior to

the execution of this Agreement relating to the operation or

maintenance of the Unit or Unit No.1 Site.
.

!

,
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8. Scheduled mainterance of the Unit shall be performed by

| CEI in accordance with the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement as amended

September 1,1980 among CEI, DL, OE, PP and TE, and as subsequently

amended, or any extension thereof or successor agreement thereto.

9. CEI shall keep the Participants informed concerning the

operation and maintenance of the Unit and Unit No.1 Site and CEI's

plans with respect thereto, but no failure of CEI to provide

information pursuant to the provisions of this Section shall relieve

any Participant of any of their obligations under this Agreement.

CEI shall accord each of the Participants access to the

Unit and Unit No.1 Site at all reasonable times and in accordance

with established safety and security procedurea in order that their

representatives may examine the Unit and Unit No.1 Site and observe

the operation of the Unit. On request therefor, CEI shall supply

each Participant with copies of any regular and soecial reports on

the operation, maintenance and condition nf the Unit and Unit No. 1

Site, whether made by employees of CEI or by other engineers,

consultants or advisers. The Participants shall consult from time to

time as to the operation and maintenance of the Unit and Unit No. 1

Site and CEI shall consider any proposal or suggestion of the other

Participants with respect thereto.

Each Participant say at its own expense provide and

maintain communication, te(enetering and control equipment connected

to CEI's System Dispatch Office necessary (1) to monitor the Unit,
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1

| (2) to integrate its generation entitlement sharo from the Unit with |

Its control of its other sources of generation, or (3) if and when

| the Unit is automatically regulated by CEI, to participate in the I
'

|

| regulation of the Unit. Such equipment and its operation shall bc
|

| subject to, and shall not interfere with, CEI's control of the Unit

and shall not unduly affect the operation of the Unit or the system
. . -

,

of any Participant.
|

10. The Participants will cooperate with CEI in all

activities in connection with the Unit and Unit No.1 Site,

including, without limitation, the filing of applications for

authorizations, permits and licenses, and the execution of such other
,

!

documents as may be reasonably necessary to confira CEI's authority

| to act for them and the assumption by them of their proportionate
,

shares of the obligations to be incurred pursuant to this Agreement,

but, except at CEI's written request or as expressly permitted by

this Agreement, no such other Participant shall incur any obligation

in connection with the Unit or Unit No. 1 Site which would or night

obligate CEI or any other Participant to any third party.

11. The Participants understand and recognize that nuclear

material and nuclear fuel assemblies for Unit No.1 may be the

subject of agreements between the parties hereto relating to or

resulting from joint or individual planning, scheduling and

purchasing by the Participants hereto as a part of nuclear fuel

arrangements for the Unit and other units owned by some or all of the'

Participants hereto. Subject to and in accordance with such
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|

agreements (such as the Memorandum of Understanding, dated March 31

1985, relating to Company by Company Management of Uranium inventory

and deliveries) as may exist from time to time and be applicable,

each Participant shall be responsible for a percentage of the nuclear

fuel requirements for the Unit equal to its generation entitlement

share, and CEI shall manage, schedule deliveries of and handle fuel

supplies to the Unit, including handling of spent fuel from shipment

off-site through final reprocessing and disposal of radioactive

wastes, whether under contracts entered into by CEI with third

parties or under contracts entered into prior to the execution of

this Agreement by the Participants with third parties. Accounting

for nuclear materials, nuclear fuel assemblies and fuel handling

expenses shall be handled in accordance with Exhibit A attached

hereto and made a part hereof.

12. CEI will prepare, revise from time to time as

appropriate and furnish to each of the other Participants an annual

budget showing by months to the extent possible, the expected

operating and maintenance expenses, capital expenditures and

retirements with respect to the Unit and Unit No.1 Site. Any

Participant may raise objections to items contained in such budget

and if all Participant 1 agree such items shall be deleted frot the

budget. CEI will also prepare, revise from time to time as

appropriate and furnish to the Participants projections of such

|
budgets for such reasonably longer periods of time as may be

,

requested by the Participants.
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|
CEI will make such records and keep such accounts,

consistent with sound acceinting practices, as will permit each of

the Participants to record on its books any transactions provided for

herein, in conformity with the Uniform System of Accounts prescribed

for Public Utilities Commission and Licensees by the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission ("FERC") and any state commission having

jurisdiction, as such systems of accounts are now in effect or are

hereafter modified or amended. The Participants and their respective

independent auditors shall have access at all reasonable times to

such records and accounts and CEI will furnish copies of all or any

part thereof as requested. CEI shall preserve and maintain the

originals of each of such records and accounts for at least such

periods of time as any Participant may request, having in mind the

requirements of regulatory authorities having jurisdiction and the

policies and practices of the Participants with respect to retention

of records.

CEI shall prepare and furnish each Participant copies.of

continuing property records with respect to the Unit and Unit No.1

Site in such form as is agreed to be reasonably necessary to conform

to the accounting requirements of each Participant.
.

The cost of making, preserving and making copies of such

budgets, records and accounts with respect to the Unit shall be borne

by the Participants in prop,ortion to their respective generation
,

entitlement shares, except that any costs incurred for the special

purpose of a Participant shall be borne by such Participant.
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CEI shall have special audits conducted, as to the Unit,

with respect to the matters provided for in this Agreement, either

internally or by independent auditors, according to such programs and

procedures as agreed to be necessary to conform to the auditing

requirements of each Participant, and shall furnish copies of the

reports of such audits to the Participants. The cost of making such

audits, including any participation by any Participant's auditors

agreed to be desirable and necessary, shall be shared by the I

Participants in proportion to their respective generation entitlement !

shares. Any Participant may, at its own expense, make such further

audits, using its internal or independent auditors or both, as it may |

deen desirable.
|
|

13 All costs and expense: ,r.ntemplated by this Agreement,

including overheads, directly or indirectly associated with the

operation and maintenance of the Unit or Unit No.1 Site, whether |
1
'

incurred by any or all of the Participants shall be shared by the

Participants in accordance with Exhibit A.

The type of administrative and general costs set forth in

the CAPCO Accounting and Procedure Manual in use at the time such

costs are incurred by CEI shall be allocated by it among the total of

all of generating stations operated by it, including the Unit,

utilizing the bases of allocation set forth in the CAPCO Accounting

and Procedure Manual. If requested, any Participant will make such

examinations, analyses or studies as would go to support the



,
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reasonableness of the specific costs so allocated to the Unit or

i I
| provide a basis for modification to achieve such reasonableness with |

| |
| respect to either the specific costs or the total administrative and

general expense allocation. Shareable costs which are incurred by

the Participants with respect to the Unit shall be accumulated and

billed by CEI on a direct charge basis drawn from specific records or

I reasonable estimates with applicable additives as agreed upon by the
i

Participants. I

Except as otherwise provided above, the accounting methods

and practices normally in use at the time by each of the Participants
|

| in determining and assigning operating and maintenance costs and '

expenses, generally, are to be used by such Participant for the

purposes of this Agreement, unless otherwise agreed, provided such

methods and practices are consistent with sound accounting practices. |

|

14. It is the intent of the Participants that so far as

possible each shall separately r'eport, file, be responsible for and

pay all property, franchise, business or other taxes applicable to

its interest (whether owned or leased) in the Unit or Unit No. 1

Site. To the extent that such taxes may be levied on or assessed

against the Unit or Unit No.1 Site or its operation, or the owners
i

| or their related Participants in such sanner as, in the opinion of
!

the Participants, makes impracticable or inequitable the carrying out

of said intent, then such taxes shall be deemed a part of the cost or

expense of the Unit or Unit'.No.1 Site or the operation of the Unit.

|
|
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15. As soon as possible af ter the close of each calendar

month, CEI shall advise the Participants as to their respective

shares of estimated operation and maintenance expenses with respect

to the Unit or Unit No. 1 Site, and costs of adjustments in shares of

fuel ' .entories and/or materials and supplies inventories for the

Unit for such preceding month by FERC account numbers. Fuel expense

data shall preferably be supplied on or before the fourth working day I

of the following month, and the other data preferably on or before l

i

the eighth working day of such month.
|

As soon as possible after the close of each calendar month,

preferably on or before the 25th of the following month, CEI shall

prepare and deliver invoices to the Participants for their respective

shares of actual fixed and variable operation and maintenance

expenses and costs of adjustsents in shares of fuel inventories

and/or materials and supplies inventories for the Unit for such

preceding month, by FERC account numbers, in accordance with Exhibit

A. The amount billed shall be payable upon receipt. If such bill is

not paid within fifteen days after the mailing of any such invoice,

interest on any unpaid amount shall accrue from the due date of such

unpaid amount and shall be paid for each month or part thereof at the

. higher of (a) 15, or (b) the monthly equivalent of the current Chase

Manhattan Bank Prime Rate, as published quarterly in the CAPCO

Accounting and Procedure Manual in effect during the period in which

such amount remains unpaid.

4
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|

The Participants shall from time to time jointly determine |,

'

|
' and furnish on an equitable basis the amount of working capital

needed for the operation and maintenance of the Unit, and the shares
1

thereof to be provided by each. If the Participants so agree, any |
|

Participant or Participants may provide all or part of the working
i

capital share of another Participant or Participants and shall be
|

compensated therefor by the payment of appropriate fired charges (as

prescribed in the CAPCO Accounting and Procedures Manual.)

16. No Participant shall be liable to any other

Participant for any loss, cost, damage or expense incurred by any

Participant as a result of any action or failure to act by any other l

Participant in connection with the ownership, operation, use or

maintenance of Unit .%.1, except for any action not taken in good

faith and prejudicing any Participant for the benefit of another

Participant.

17. If by reason of any liability to third persons arising

out of the ownership, operation, use or maintenance of any property

which is the subject of this Agreement (including personal injury to

and death of third persons and damage to property, but other than

liability under the Workers' Compensation Laws of Ohio), any

Participant shall be called upon to make any payment or incur any

obligation in greater percentage of the total liability than its

proportionate generation entitlement share in the Unit, the other

Participants shall indemnity'and reimburse such Participant in such

amount as will cause each Participant to share such liability in
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i

proportion to its generation entitlement share, irrespective of the

negligence of any Participant,

i

|
18. CEI shall use its best efforts to arrange for and

|
l maintain appropriate insurance to cover (a) risk of damage to or loss

of the Unit or the Unit No.1 Site and materials and supplies held
~

for use in connection therewith, including risk of damage or loss due

to a nuclear incident, (b) liability for bodily injury to, or death

!

of, or damage to property of third persons, including liability due'

|
to a nuclear incident, arising out of the ownership, operation, use

or maintenance of the Unit, and (c) such other risks as the

Participants may agree shall be so covered. CEI shall give good

faith consideration to requests by a Participant for an increase in

or addition to insurance maintained with respect to the Unit or the
1

! Unit No.1 Site, provided that such increase or additional insurance

is consistent with prudent utility practice. The cost of such

insurance as well as any losses not covered by insurance shall be

shared by the Participants in proportion to their respective

generation entitlement shares in the Unit, and the Participants shall

be named insureds in all policies purchased hereunder.

| Each Participant shall have the right to have any lessor

and any assignee thereof under a sale and leaseback transaction named

on all or any of the insurance policies as loss payee or additional

insured as its interest may appear, by notice in writing to CEI given

in writing not less than fifteen (15) days prior to the date proposed

for such naming, which notice shall specify the name or names of such

,
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lessor and such additional information as may be necessary or

required to permit it to be included on the policy (ies) of insurance.

CEI shall assist the insurers in the investigation,

adjustment and settlement or defense of all claims covered by such

insurance, and shall investigate, adjust and settle or defend all

claims or losses arising out of the ownership, operation, use or

maintenance of the Unit or Unit No.1 Site and no'. overed by

insurance carried by any of the Participants, subject to approval of

all Participants involved or their related Participants of any such

non-insured clain, or combination of sucn claims arising cut of the

same occurrence, in excess of $200,000.

Any Participant may separately procure at its own cost such

other insurance as it may dees approprit.te. Each Participant shall

make arrangements for appropriate workers' compensation coverage for

its own employees.

19. No Participant shall be consider ad to be in default in

the performance of any of its obligations hereunder (other than

obligations to pay money) if failure of performance shall be due to

uncontrollabh forces. The term " uncontrollable forces" shall mean
t

any causa beyond the control of the Participant affected, including

but not limited tc failure of facilities, flood, earthquake, storm,

fire, lightning, epidemic, war, riot, civil disturbance, labor

dispute, sabotage, restraint by Court order or public authority, or

inability to obtain necessary licenses, permits or other governmental

authorizations. Nothing codtained herein shall be construed so as to

require a Participant to settle any strike or labor dispute in which
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it may be involved. Any Participant which is unable to fulfill any

obligation by reason of uncontrollable forces shall exercise due

diligence to remove such inability with all reasonable dispatch.

20. The duties, obligations and liabilities of the

Participants are intended to be several and not joint or collective,

and nothing in this Agreement shall ever be construed to create an

association, joint venture, trust or partnership, or to impose a

trust or partnership duty, obligation or liability on or with regard

to any of the Participants. Each Participant shall be individually

responsible for its own obligations as herein provided; provided

however, that as between PP and OE on the one hand, and each of the

other Participants, the liability and responsibility for the

performance of any obligation of PP hereunder shall be the joint and

several responsibility of PP and OE. No Participant shall be under

the control of or shall be deemed to control any other Participant,

nor shall the Participants be deemed an entity by virtue of this

Agreement. No Participant shall have a right or power to bind any

other Participant without its express written consent, except as

expressly provided in this Agreement.

21. The Participants will elect to be excluded from the

application of Subchapter "K" of Chapter 1 of Subtitle "A" of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or such portion or

portions thereof as may be permitted or authorized by the Secretary

of the Treasury or his dele' gate insofar as such subchapter or any
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portion or portions thereof may be applicable to the Participants

under this Agreement.

22. No Participant shall permit any unsatisfied Alens to

remain in effect against the Unit or Unit No.1 Site, or fuel or

materials and supplies acquired in connection with operation and

maintenance thereof (other than the lien of its mortgage, liens

permitted by its nortgage, liens for taxes and assessments not yet

delinquent, liens associated with the financings of fuel and liens

created by or in connection with any sale or leaseback transaction

permitted by Section 25); provided that a Participant shall not be

required to pay or discharge any such lien so long as it in good

faith shall be contesting the same in a proceeding during which the

collection or enforcement of such contested lien is stayed or

otherwise not permitted.

23. Failure of any Participant to insist upon strict

performance of any of the provisions of this Agreement, or to take

advantage of any of its rights hereunder shall not be construed as a

waiver of any such provisions, or a relinquishment of any such
.,

rights, but the same shall continue to remain in full force and

effect.

24. This Agreement is made under and shall be governed by

the laws of the State of Ohio.
.

i
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25. (a) This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and
i

be binding upon the Participants and their respective successors and

assigns; provided no Participant will, without the prior written

consent of the others, assign this Agreement, except as the same may

be assigned (1) voluntarily or otherwise under its first mortgage,

(ii) to a successor to all or substantially all of the assets of such

Participant by way of merger, consolidation, sale or otherwise, where

the successor assumes and becomes liable for all the obligations of

such Participant hereunder, or (iii) to a lessor in a sale and

leaseback transaction involving an interest in the Unit, and to any

direct or indirect successor or assign of such lessor, as permitted

hereby. Each lessor under a sale and leaseback transaction shall

have the right at any time and from time to time to mortgage, create

or provide for a security interest in 'or convey in trust all or any

part of its ownership interest in this Agreement to a trustee or

trustees under a deed of trust, sortgage or indenture or to a secured

party or parties under a security agreement, as security for its

present or future bonds or other obligations or securities, and to

any successor or assign thereof. No such lessor, mortgagee, trustee

or secured party or any direct or indirect beneficiary, partner,

stockholder, director or any affiliate of any thereof shall be a

Participant hereunder by reason of the assignment referred to above,

or shall assume or be in any respect obligated with respect to any of
I

| the obligations or liabilities of any Participant hereunder.
|

'

t

Notwithstanding any such assignment in connection with a

sale and leaseback transaction, during the ters of the lease which is
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|

25. (a) This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and

be binding upon the Participants and th'.w respective successors and i
i

assigns; provided no Participant will, without the prior written
'

consent of the others, assign this Agreement, except as the same may

be assigned (i) voluntarily or otherwise under its first mortgage,

(ii) to a successor to all or substantially all of the assets of such

Participant by way of merger, consolidation, sale or otherwise, where

the successor assumes and becomes liable for all the obligations of

such Participant hereunder, or (iii) to a lessor in a sale and |

leaseback transaction involving an interest in the Unit, and to any

direct or indirect successor or assign of such lessor, as permitted

hereby. Each lessor under a sale and leaseback transaction shall

have the right at any time and from time to time to nortgage, create

or provide for a security interest in 'or convey in trust all or any

part of its ownership interest in this Agreement to a trustee or

trustees under a deed of trust, nortgage or indenture or to a secured

party or parties under a .=ecurity agreement, as security for its

present or future bonds or other obligations or securities, and to

any successor or assign thereof. No such lessor, mortgagee, trustee

or secured party or any direct or indirect beneficiary, partner,

stockholder, director or any affiliate of any thereof shall be a

Participant hereunder by reason of the assignment referred to atwa,

or shall assume or be in any respect obligated with respect to any of

the obligations or liabilities of any Participant hereunder.

.

| '

Notwithstanding any such assignment in connection with a

sale and leaseback transaction, during the ters of the lease which is
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l

I

a part of such transaction and continuing until such time as the

'conditions of paragraph (b) of this Section have been mot, the

assigning Participant shall be and re=ain the sole " Participant" for

i all purposes of this Agreement and the sole representative (with
|

power to bind each lessor which is a party to such transaction and

such successor or assign thereof, including each mortgagee, trustee,

j and secured party of such lessor) in all dealings with the other

Participants in relation to the property, rights, title, and

interests of such Participant transferred pursuant to such

transaction; provided that the authority of sucn Participant shall

not extend to the approval of any amendsent hereto the effect of

which would be to reduce the generation entitlesent share related to

the ownership interest acquired by any such lessor. A Participant

shall not be released from any liability or obligation under this

Agreement as the result of entering into a sale and leaseback i

transaction hereunder.

(b) At the expiration or termination of any lease referred

to in clause (iii) of paragraph (a) of this Section, to the extent

the lessor wnich is a party thereto leases or sells, or has

theretofore leased or sold, its ownership interest in the Unit to a

person, partnership, corporation or governsental authority or agency

engaged in the generation, transmission or distribution of energy and

which meets the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Creditor Regulations
,

1

(a " Transferee") and such lessor has complied with the provisions of |

paragraph (c) of this Section 25 in connection with such lease or

sale, such Transferee shall be and become a Participant for all

i

,-. . -. - ,_. _ - .-
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i
!

|
t

purposes of this Agreement, to the extent of its interest in the Unit

(whether owned or leased), and, except as provided in paragraph (d)
|
'

below, shall be the sole Participant (with power to bind) in all

dealings with the other Participants in relation to such interest;

i provided that such Transferee (other than the Participant which

assigned such interest) has assumed and agreed to fully perform and

discharge all obligations of a Participant hereunder to the extent of

such interest to the extent arising subsequent to such sale or lease,
~

1

(except obligations 1n respect of deceraissioning and the permanent
|

renoval of the Unit from service which, unless otherwise assumed by

such Transferee, shall remain the obligation of the Participant which
1

assigned such interest), and each other Participant shall have been i

furnished with evidence of such sale or lease and such assumption and

agreement. At such time, the generation entitlement shares

determined as provided in Section 3 hereof shall be modified by the

Participants to reflect their respective interests in the Unit

(whether owned or leased).

(c) Prior'to any sale or lease by a lessor of its interest

in the Unit to a Transferee, the lessor first shall have offered to

the Participants (other than the Participant which is or was the

lessee under the related lease) (the " Eligible Participants") an

j- opportunity either to purchase such lessor's ownership interest for

an amount specified by such lessor (the " Offered Sale Price") or to
i

lease such interest on terns specified by such lessor (the " Offered
i

| Lease Terms"). Each Eligible Participant shall be entitled to

receive and accept such offer in respect of the percentage of the
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total interest offered, obtained by multiplying 100 by the quotient

obtained by dividing such Participant's generation entitlement share

by the total generation entitlement shares of all Eligible

Participants (the " Allotted Share"). Each Eligible Participant shall

be given at least 20 days within which to evaluate the Offered Sale

Price or the Offered Lease Terms, as the case may be. If an Eligible

Participant shall elect to purchase its Allotted Share of a lessor's

ownership interest in the Unit, payment by the Participant of the

Offered Sale Price shall be made in immediately available funds on

the date designated by such lessor, but in no event earlier than the

Lease Termination Date with respect to such lease, whereupon such

lessor shall transfer such interest to such Eligible Participant on

an "as is, where is" basis free and clear of all liens created by

such lessor or persons claiming by or through such lessor, but

otherwise without recourse, representation or warranty. If an

Eligible Participant shall elect to lease its Allotted Share of a

lessor's interest in the Unit, such Participant and lessor shall

enter into a lease in conformity with the Offered Lease Teras.

If any Eligible Participant shall fail to accept any offer

to purchase or lease its Allotted Share of a lessor's interest in the

Unit, such Allotted Share shall be offered to the other Eligible

Participants which have accepted such offer in respect of their

Allotted Shares proportionately as determined above, and such

Eligible Participants shall be given an additional period of at least
,

|

| 20 days to accept such offer in the sanner provided above.
!

If all Eligible Participants have failed to accept the

offers made in accordance with the above provisions, the lessor which
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has made such offers shall be free (1) to sell all, but not less than I

all, of its interest in the Unit so offered to a Transferee or |

Transferees at an aggregate price no less than the Offered Sale Price

or (ii) to lease all, but not less than all, of its interest in the

Unit so offered to a Transferee or Transferees on terms no more

favorable than the Offered Lease Terms. (The determination as to

what constitutes more favorable terms shall be based upon a
.

l
comparisca of the present values of the respective rental streams

discounted at a rate equal to that published by the Federal Reserve
1

Bank as of the end of the month preceding the determination date for i

the U.S. Treasury Bond closest in naturity to that of the rental

strean).
|

(d) To the extent paragraph (b) of this Section is

y,c'.icable, all Participants which have derived their rights under

this Agreement from an assignment hereof in connection with a sale

and leaseback transaction (the " Represented Participant") shall be

represented in all actions hereunder by the Participant from which

such rights hereunder were derived (except to the extent such

Represented Participant shall be entitled to express its own views on

aatters hereunder pursuant to the next succeeding sentence), unless

such rights were acquired in connection with the exercise of remedies

under a sale and leaseback transaction or such assigning Participant

, does not then have an interest in the Unit (whether owned or leased),
I

{ in which case each such Represented Participant shall be enticled to

represent itself to the exteht of its interest. To the extent an

! assigning Participant (a " Representative") is representing one or

!

!
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|

more other Participants as contemplated by this paragraph (d), such |
[ ,

I Representative shall be entitled to speak on behalf of all interests
|which it represents, including its own interest, in connection with

| all matters hereunder, and to express the views of each of such
,

Represented Participants, provided however, that if a Represented '

Participant states that it desires to express its own views on

natters hereunder, and all of the other Participants consent (which

|
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld), such Represented '

Participant shall be entitled to do so. The other Participants shall

be entitled to rely on the Representative in all dealings under this

Agreement with respect to matters relating to the interests of a

Represented Participant until such time as such other Participants

have been notified in writing'either (i) by the Representative and

one or more Represented Participants that the Representative does not

have an ownership or leasehold interest in the Unit or (ii) by a

Represented Participant that such Represented Participant has

acquired rights under this Agreement in conjunction with the exercise

of remedies under the sale and leaseback documentation with the

P.epresentative.
|

(e) Notwithstanding anything herein contained to the

contrary, from and after, but in no event prior to, the date of a

rejection or deemed rejection of a lease or other executory contract

constituting part of a sale and leaseback transaction relating to the

Unit by any receiver, referee or trustee in bankruptcy or

! reorganir,ation of any Participant which is a party to such lease or

other executory contract, the lessor in such sale and leaseback

I
!

----a
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transaction (or any sortgagee, trustee or secured party under present
|

and future deeds of trust, sortgages, indentures or security

agreements of such lessor and any successor or assignee thereof, and |

any receiver, referee or trustee in bankruptcy or reorganization of

such lessor and any successor by action of law or otherwise, and any

purchaser, transferee or assignee of any thereof) may (subject,

however, to the rights of the other Participants under this

Agreement) without need for the prior written consent of any other

Participant but subject to compliance with the Nuclear Regulatory
i

Consission's Creditor Regulations, (1) succeed to and acquire all the

rights, titles and interests of such Participant in the Unit and this

Agreement, to the extent, but only to the extent of its interest in

the Unit acquired by such lessor in such transaction, and (ii) take

over possession of or foreclose upon said property, rights, titles

and interests of such Participant, and in such event such lessor or

other party shall assume and be obligated fully to perform and

discharge all obligations arising thereafter hereunder of such

Participant to the extent of its interest in the Unit.
.

26. Prior to the termination of this Agreement, the

Participants shall agree upon the time when the Unit is no longer

used and useful for their respective purposes and shall be retired

and shall enter into a written agreement providing for (a) the

| disposal of the Unit, (b) the method to be adopted for such disposal,
I

and (c) the date of commencement of such disposal. The disposal plan

adopted for the Unit shall tie such as not to interfere unreasonably-

1

with the operation of any other generating unit located at the Unit
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No. 1 Site and not being retired. Each owner having rights in

respect to the capacity of such other unit not being retired and the

energy generated therefrom and which is a Participant shall have the

option to purchase that portion of the Common Facilities which are

part of the unit being retired and which are usable by such other

unit equal to such owner's proportional interest in the capacity and
1energy of such other unit, such option price to be at the then
|

depreciated book cost of such Conson Facilities. The costs and

expenses relating to the disposal of the Unit and any then remaining

salvage value shall be shared by the Participants of the Unit in

proportion to their generation entitlement share, unless otherwise

agreed by the Participants of such Unit.

27. Any controversy or claim arising out of this

. Agreement, including the refusal by any Participant to perform the

whole or any part hereof, shall, upon demand of any Participant

aggrieved, be settled by an Arbitration Board, which shall consist of

three nonrepresentative seabers and such additional representative

seabers as hereinafter provided in this Section. No person shall be

eligible for appointment as a nonrepresentative seaber of the
.

Arbitration Board who is an officer, employee, shareholder of, or

otherwise interested in, any Participant or any affiliate thereof or

in the matter sought to be arbitrated.

Unless otherwise agreed, no demand for arbitration shall be

made more than one year afte'r the Participants have reached an

impasse as to the controversy or clain involved. The Participant or
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Participants demanding arbitration shall serve written notice upon

the other Participant or Participants to the controversy, setting i

forth in detail the matter or matters with respect to which

arbitration is demanded, and shall serve copies of such notice upon

the other Participants. Within a period of ten days from the date of

receipt of the aforesaid written notice, each Participant to the
1

controversy shall appoint one representative seaber to serve as a |

seaber of the Arbitration Board; and, within a period of thirty days

from such date of receipt of such written notice, such representative

members shall unanimously agree upon the persons who shall serve as |

the three nonrepresentative members of the Arbitration Board. In the
I
'

selection of nonrepresentative members of the Arbitration Board,

representatives of OE and PP shall have only one. vote.

If the representative members shall fail to unanimously

agree upon the appointment of any or all the three nonrepresentative

members of the Arbitration Board within the specified thirty-day

period, any Participant to the controversy say, upon written notice

of the other Participants to the controversy, request the American

Arbitration Association to submit to the Participants to the

controversy a list from its panels of arbitrators of the names of at

least. seven persons from which the nonrepresentative member or

membere who have not been so appointed shall be selected in

accordance with the Commercial Arbitration P.ules of such Association.

If any Participant. to the controversy shall fail to appoint

its representative member within the specified ten-day period, such

I
:
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Participant shall be deemed to have waived its right to appoint such

representative aesber and the Arbitration Board shall consist of the

three noncepresentative members and such representative members, if

any, as shall have been appointed in accordance with the provisions

of this Section.

:

The arbitration proceedings shall be conducted at a place, )

to be designated by the Arbitration Board, within the operating area

of one of the Participants to the controversy. The Arbitration Board

shall afford adequate opportunity to each Participant to the

controversy to present inforcation with respect to the controversy or

clain submitted to arbitration and may request further information

from any such Participant. Except as provided in the preceding

sentence, the Participants to the controversy may, by. mutual j
l

agreement, specify the rules which are to govern any proceeding

before the Arbitration Board and limit the matters to be considered
|

by the Arbitration Board, in which event the Arbitration Board shall

be governed by the terms and conditions of such agreement. To the

extent of the absence of any such agreement specifying the rules

which are to govern any proceeding, the then current rules of the

American Arbitration Association for the conduct of commercial

arbitration shall govern the proceedings.

|

|
|

The arbitration shall be limited to the matter or matters

specified in the initial notice demanding arbitration and the award

of the Board shall not affed,t or change any other provision of this

( Agreement or any other transaction between the Participants.
|.
|

|
,

-
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Procedural matters pertaining to the conduct of the

arbitration and the award of the Arbitration Board shall be

determined by a majority of the nonrepresentative members thereof,

provided, however, that the representative members shall have the

full right and authority to participate in all meetings and

deliberations of the Arbitration Board leading to the award. The

findings and award of the Arbitration Board, so cade upon a

determination of a majority of the nonrepresentative members thereof,

shall be final and conclusive with respect to the controversy or

|

clain submitted for arbitration and shall be binding upon the i

Participants to the controversy except as otherwise provided by law. |
|

Such award of the Arbitration Board shall specify the manner and |
1

extent of the division of the costs of the arbitration proceedings

among the Participants to the controversy. Judgment upon the award J

nay be entered in any court, State or Federal, having jurisdiction.

|
i

28. This Agreement shall be fully effective as of the date |

of consercial operation of all or a portion of Unit No.1 and shall

be effective as of such earlier date or dates as relate to operating

matters in connection with the Unit not covered by the Construction

Agreement for the Unit. This Agreement shall remain in full force

| and effect with respect to the Unit until the date of retirement of
|

| the Unit determined pursuant to Section 26 hereof.

,

IN WITNESS VHEREQF, the Participants have caused this
,

Agreement to be duly executed as of the date above written.
|

|

I
l
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OPERATING AGREEMENT
e

,

Perry Plant Unic No.1

Exhibit A

Section I. Accountin4 Concepts

,
. . . . _ ,......--...--.~.4

~The Cleveland Eie'etric Illuminating Company (CEI) shall record all operation-

and maintenance costs in accordance with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commis -
L sion Uniforu Systes of Accounts 'as outlined in the following schedule. All

charges to accounts must be prefixed with the plant identification number.
.

These numbers will be used to identify the particular installation that should
,

bear,the associated expenses. Plant Symbols vill be used to accumulate those
. .

costs which can be associac'ad directly vich Perry Plant Unit No. 1 (PT 1).

Thosa costs applicable to commn facilities or common functions which cannot

be charged directly to PY No.1, on the basis of actual or estimated labor or

other expenses, will be charged to another Plant Symbol.

.

The costs associated with these common facilities or functions shall than be

allocated to PT No.1, on the basis of th3 allocation codes listed under the

Comunn Plant Symbol. Thesu code definitions appear in Section II 5.

The Participants in PY No. 1 shall shara chose costs charged directly r

Plant Symbol, plus the portion of common costs which are allocated t-
>

These code definitions appear in Section II 5.

.

,

es 9

- - . , , . . , , , . , . . . . , ,- ,_ - ,
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'
Section II A. Allocation of Operatton and Hafntenance Costs

A more detailed description of the following accounts is in the CEI and FERC

a Uniform Systes of Accounts.
m -

S
'

*

], j Direct Charged

e e ,c j Plus Allocation Commen Costs
y?3 PY j of Cornon Costs Allocated
j g -- FERC Sub- | FY No. I to PY No. I
gUo Acet. Acet. " Description Codes Codes

i <>A@
5

^ A Operation

.

517-2 Operation, Supervision and Engineering (See Note 1) [
The cost of labor and expenses incurred 01 C
in the general 'spervision and direction ofe
the operatton of nuclear power generating

l stations.

; 518 Nuclear fuel Expense

Owned nuclear fuel consumed - burnup expense

518-2 Fixed coneiraption 01 - ,

Cost of nuclear fuel consumed at the
zero net output point of the turbine-
generator heat conenption curve during
all periods of zero or positive net
generation.

. -

1 *

* -

W

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _____ m __ . _ _ . _ _ . - _ _ . .
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Section II A. Allocation of Operatton and Maintenance Costs

j .1
m
m

Direct ChargeQ '

Plus Allocation Coenon Costsn $ ws- PY of Correon Cogts Allocated
g @M 8 , PY No. I to PT No. I

,

TERC Sub-
o o Acet. Acct. . Description Codes CodescNc L:1 m ,

89o Operation (Cont'd)4

kD^~
. 518 Nuclear Fuel Expense (Cont'd)
4

5t8-3 variable consumption MV or Ha -

,

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel con-
sined in the production of net kWh of

output above the zero act output point
of the turbine generator heat censump-
tion curve.

Leased nuclear fuel consumed - burnup expense

StS-4 Fixed consusption 01 -

Cost of nuclear faci consumed at the .

zero net output point of the turbine-
generator heat consumption curve during
all periode of zero or positive net
generation.

516-5 Yariable co'sunption iW oc- Ho -
n

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel con- .-
stnsed in the production of net kWh of

outpot above the zero net output point
of the turbine-generator heat conswap-
tion curve.

.

.

I w

b

# m

6
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Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

J -

m
m
n Direct Charge,

of Plus Allocation Common Costs,

mM3 PY -
. of Conmon Costs Altncatedj$g TERC Sub- PY No. I to PT No. I,

1 gb Acet. Acct. iDescription Codes CodesmmWm
uU 3

$* Eo Operation (Cont'd)

< r es
~

' == '

; 518 Nuclear Fuel Expense (Cont'd)

Mased nuclear fuel consured - finance
charge expense

518-6 Fixed consumption DI -

Cost of nuclest fuel consured at the
i zero net ' output point of the turbine-

generator heat consumption curve dur-
ing all periods of zero or positive

] net generation.

518-7 Variable consumption HV or HQ -
.

i IncremeatEl cost of nuclear fuel con-*

sused to the production of net kWh of
outpet above the zero net output point -
of the turbine-generator heat consump-
tion curve. -

.

e

W

D*

M
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? Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

d Direct Charge
p Plus Allocation Conon Costs
N PY

^ '
of Comon Costs Allocated

m S [e
*

TERC Sutr- PT No. I to PY No. I
E d Acct. Acet. Description Codes Codes.

MkO
ce 4

m Operation (Cont'd)
'

Q p to Nuclear Tuel Expense (Cont'd)
~ .g

; Leased nuclear fuel consu:ned - deferred
* expense av.ortiretton

518-8 Fixed constnption 01 -

Cost of nuclear fuel consumed at the
zero nei output point of the turbine-
generator heat consumption curve during
all period of zero or positive net ,

: generation.

318-9 Variable consumption HV or HD -
;

Incremental cost of nuclear fuel con- ~

suced in the production of net kWh of
output above the zero' net output point

~

of the turbine-generator heat consump-
tion curve.

318-10 Emergency Diesel Fuel - 011 Consumed 01 -

Emergency diesel fuel oll~ consumed in t

the operation of the plant.

319 Coolants and Water (See Notes I and 3)

Cost of labor, materials used and expenses HY -

q incurred for. heat transfer materials and - ~

.

water used for etes= and cooling purposes.

9

+ e

'
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i

Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Coste
,

; .1
m 111 rect Charge

4 m

t 9 - Pius Allocation Conmon Costs

PY - of Cownon Costs Allocated
My3 PY No. I to PT No. I

PERC Sub-i ggg
Acet. Acct. Description Codes Codes

EA m
c: Cd m !MUo Operation (Cont'd)
<C c% y -

.=
-

Coolants and Water (See Notes I and 3) (Cont'd)
-

519-2 Direct charges and an allocation of coccon 01 C
'

costs.

i
HT -

519-3 Charges based o;n the HY factor.

520 Steam Expenses -(See- Notes I and 3) .

The cost of labor, materials used and ex-
penses incurred in the operatton of the _

Ifollowing systems and their sesociated in-
struments, controle end switchgear, es
defined in the Final Safety Analysis

! .
Report.

520-2 Direct charges and an allocation of 01 C

common costs.

520-3 Charges based on the HY factor. HY -

523-2 Electric Expenses (See Notes I and 3)
,

The cost of labor, materials used and ex- 01 C

penses incurred in the operation of the
nata turbo-generator and auxiliary appa-,

ratus, switchgear and other electric ,

equipment to the point where electricity
leaves for convarston for transatssion or .'

. distribution.

_____._ - _____ . . _ - . - _ - . __ _ - . . _ . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - . _ . -_

.
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' Section II A. Allocatico of Operation and Maintenance Costs

2
:

$ -

m y or
. Direct Charge.

! Plue Allocation Comnon Costs
j gd8 PY j

. of Cownon Costs Allocated
OdO FERC Sub- i FY No I to PT No. I:

| $UM Acct. Acet. 4 Description Coder Codes
: 80 0 1

Operation (Cont'd) }'
524-2 Miscellaneous Nuclear Power Expenses (See Notes I and 3)

Cost of labor, materials used and expenses 01 C
incurred which are not specifiently provided

for or are not readily alsignable to other
nuclear generation operating accounto.

'
. 524-8 Auxiliary Boiler - 011 Consumed 01 -

,

Auxiliary botter oil consu:ned in the
operation of the plant.i

525-2 Fants
.

Cost of all rents of property of others 01 C"

used, occupied or operated in connection
with nuclear generation.'

Maintenance Accounts

'

518-2 Maintenance, Supervision and Engineering (See Note 1)

This account shall include the cost of 01 C
labor and expenses incurred in the general
supervision and direction of reaintenance
of nuclear generation facllities.

.

e

- i
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m
p Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

1 9
mMw
E d8 ilirect Charge

0$0 : Plus Allocation Comon Costs4

CS PY I of Comemon Costs Allocated
MVo PERC Sub- j PY No. 1 En FY No. I
j([ Acet. Acet. ! Description Codes Codes

1

Maintenanc= Accounts (Cont'd) :
!

,

529-2 Maintenance of Structures (See Notes 1 and 3)
i

The cost of labor, seterials used and ex- 01 C

penses incurred in the maintenance of
1 structures, the book costs of which are

incladable in , Plant Account 321, Struc-4

tures and Improvements.

530 Maintenance of Reactor Plant and Equipment (See Notes 1 and 3)
4

Cost of labor, materials used and expenses
incurred in the maintenance of reactor -

plant, the book cost of which is includable
in Plant Account 322, Reactor Plant Equipment.

530-2 Direct chardes and en allocation of 01 C
corrnon costs.

.

530-3 Charges based on the HT factor. HY -

531-2 Maintenance of hiectric Plant (See Note 1)

Cost of labor, materiale used and expenses 01 . C,

incurred in the esintenance of electric plant,
the book cost of which is includeble in Plant

'

Account 323, Turbo-Generator Units, and Plant
Account 324, Accessary Electric Equipment.

: -

.

____ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ___m__. _ _ _ _.,__m. _. _ m.. _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . - - m. _.mm. . ._ ______m - -_ _. __ a -_ m.__m_ _. - - _ _ _ _ - ._ m -.___.__m __ _ _ . --P w _____--_m_a.___._._
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3 Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Hafntenance Costs
S
A ~

ndv Direct Chars:e
gd8 Plus Aliocation Coman Costs: ;OEC PY of Comon Costs Al locatert

'

)U$ PERC Sub- I PY No. I to PY No. I;

y 9 o, Acct. Acct. ' Description Codes Codes

< > =o
-

i=
Maintenance Accounts (Cont'd) f
532-2 Maintenance of Miscellaneous Nuclear Plant (See Note I)

Cost of labor, naterials used and expenses 01 C,

incurred in esintenance of nincellaneous
nuclear generating plant, the' book cost of

which is includeble in Plant Account 325,
Miecellaneous ' Power F1snt Equip:nent.

i
~

Transmission Operation

) 562 Station Expenses

.100 Perry Station - Comeron ~

. 110 Perry Stationj- Unit No. 1

Cost of labor, materials used and ex- 01 C
penses incurred in the operation of
the following aquipment:

IThe nain unit step-up transformer
and the high voltage connection in-
cIuding conductors, towers and associ-
ated facilities up to the~ connection

between the conductors and the switch-
yard structure.

.

0

4

9

_ - _ - - - _- __



.
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Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs
.J
m
*
n Direct Charge
c,4

i Plus Allocation Common CostsmMv
$E d8 FY . of Cowcon Costs Allocated

YERC Sub- | PY No. I to PT No. lyb0,

Acct. Acet. Description Codes Codes3
.c, ] m
2* E I

Q(y Transatission Maintenance (Cont'd)

Include in this account also the 138 kV
towers, conductors and associated equip-
ment which serve the station service
transformers. Exclude fron this alloca-
tion all equipment located within the
transnission switchyard. D e allocation
of operating costs for equipment within4

the evitchyard is provided for in the

i CAPCO Accounting and Procedure Manual,
Section 05-64.

570 Maintenance of Statiert Equipment

T

.100 Perry Station - Common .

-

.110 Terry StatioM- Urtit No. I
t

Cost of labor, materials used and ex- 01 -

penses incurred in the maintenance of
the fo11oving equipment:

The usin unit' step-up transformer
and high voltage connection inclivling
conductors, towers and as'sociated -

; facilittes up to the connection of
the conductors with the switchyard

structure.

4

-

| .

1
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a Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs
m
$
m

n y ,y .
Direct Charge

g c:| 8 | Plus Allocation Com.on Costs
o6o PY : of Comon Costs Allocated,

, ,E2$ FERC Seb- PY No. I to PY No. I.

MVp Acet. Acet. I Descriptiori Codes Codes
->c .

TransmissionMaintenance(Cont'd)$
.

Include in this account also the 133 kV
towers, conductors and associated equip-
ment which serve the station service
transformers. Exclude from this alloca-

; tion all equipment located within the
transmission | switchyard. The allocation
of .aaintenance costs for equipsent within

the switchyard is provided for in the
CAPCO Accounting and Procedure Manual,4

Section 05-04.

Clearing Accounts

184 Cost of labor, materiale used and expenses incurred in surveillance tenting and other
,

activities which are directly related to Perry Plant Power Station and which are chstged
to CEI clearing secounts will be distributed monthly to appropriate Perry Plant Power
Station operation and maintenance expense accounts in accordance with allocation percent-
ages as deterrained by CEI. CEI will periodically review these allocatio-s percentages for
reasonableness.

.

4

4

.

e

4
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Section II A. Allocation of Operation and Maintenance Costs

S
m
9 - Direct Charge,

] ] Plus Allocat[on Co m on Costs
gfj PY of Comon Costs Allocated
E 5 FERC Sub- PT No. I to PY No. 1

j$ h] Acct. Acet. 4 Description Codes Codes

<$$: '

c., i, Clearing Accounts (Cont'd)

163-100 Perry Warehouse Operation and Heintenance

; Costs relating to purchasing, material control - handitng - inspection quality en.1
; safety control for such activities and storeroom maintenance exclusively for Ferry

Plant will be charged to this account.

Note I: Charges made to the primary accounts will include distributions fro: 3 clearing accounts for
such costs as direct supervision, clerical and secretarial activities, paid time not worked and plant
stores handling costs for all Petry employees not on the Treasurer's Payroll.

,.

Note 2: Accounts used follow those prescribed by the FERC Uniform System of Accounts. If the PERC
changes their System in the future, Perry Plant accounting will follow the changed system.

.

Note 3r See FERC and the CEI Uniforn Systems of Accounts for the appropriate charges to these accounts.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - - - __-- ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ _ . _ - - ._. - _ _ - -_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . --- . _ _ _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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!

Section II B. Allocation Codes and Explanations

Allocation of Common loses to Perry Plant j

Unit N s.1 j

The basis for allocating common costs to Perry Plant Unit No. 1 is as follows:
i

|

I
'

' ,

CODE

1

' i
-

.. .

C The portion of the cost to be allocated td' Perry Plant-Unit No,- 1

shall be the quotient of (a) che prevailing Not Demonstrated Capa-

bility of Perry Plant Unic No. I divided by (b) the sun of the Net -

'

Demonstrated Capability of Perry Plant Unit No.1. All common costs j

are therefore allocated to Unit No.1. .

.

.

Allocation of Costs. Among CEI, DL, OE, PP _and TE

The bases for allocating among the Participants the sun of those costs which

are charged to Perry Plant Unit No.1 and the portion.of the common costs

which are allocated to terry Plant Unit No.1 are as follows:

01 The costs shall be allocated among the Participants in proportion to
!

their present respective generation entitlement share in Unit No. I
l

are as follows: 31.11% to CEI,13.7 4'% to DL, 30.00% to CE, 5.24% to

PP and 19.91% to TE. !

:

r

4

1

!

t

!
- -
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l
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|

EV The costs during the current month shall be allocated to a Partici-
'

pant in proportion to a fraction, the numerator of which is the

j variable portion of the Bcu input to the main unit turbine used to
f

produce the kilowatthours of energy taken by that Participant during
!

i
' the current month, and the denominator of which is the variable por- ,

!

tion of the Btu input used in producing all of the kilowatthours of
|
'

energy taken by all of the Participants during that same month; these

I Btu inputs being calculated hourly and accumulated monthly in accord-
~

ance with the principles of allocatibn of. heat consu3ption set,
'

forth
,

| in Section III.

.

RY The coats during the current month shall be allocated to a Partici-

pant in proportion to a' ' fraction, the numerator of which is the total ,'
| Buu of energy consused by that Participant during the preceding,

|

| twnive-month period and the denominator of which is the total Stu of
,

.

energy consuned by all Participants during that same preceding twelve ,
:

month period.
|

|

HO The costs during the current month shall be computed by using Par-
i

I cicipant's costs. These costs will be accumulated by the operating *

. .

company to arrive at the total unit cost.

t

6

!

|
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! I
Section III. Fuel

,

fNuclear Puel

!
|

The quantities of nuclear fuel materials required for efficient operation of

the Unit shall be owned or leased by the Participants of Perry Plant Unit

No. 1 in percentage shares equaling the respective generation entitlement

share in the Unit in which the fuel materials are intended to be used. As the

quantity of fuel ts consumed, any imbalance in' nuel. ear fuel material,s,shall, be

adjusted monthly to the generation entitlement share in the Unit. Monthly

calculation of the cost of the fuel consumed may be done by the operating ,

| Participant oc by each Participant. Since the cost of fuel may be different
.

for each Participant, total fuel cost shall be determined by adding each. ,

Participant's cost. At the beginning of each month, each Participant's un-

amortized value in nuclear fuel materials must be in proportion to that Par-
.

ticipant's share of the original cost of fuel. Each Participant's share of

the original cost need not be equal to that Perticipant's generat!cn entitle-

ment share in the Unit. Adjustments to maintain such proportional unamortized

value will be made monthly in accordance with Section VI of this Exhibit.
.

The accounting for owned or leased nuclear fuel will be in accordance with the

PERC Uniforu System of Accounts.
i

.

The following basic principles shall govern the calculation of depletion

(amortization) of fuel assemblies installed in the reacter for heat production,

l

< .

i
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1. Nuclear fuel assemblies shall be considered to be producing heat only

during periods of zero or positive est generation.

2. During pe riods of negative net generation, it will be considered that in-

stalled nuclear fuel assemblies are not producing heat and are not thus

c ons umed . During periods of negative net generation, records of station

setvice electric energy supplied by the system shall be maintained and

the Participants in the Unit shall be invoiced for such cicctric energy

in proportiot to their generation entitlement share in the Unit at the,

operating Participant's systen average production cost (including net

purchased power costs) during the current calendar month adjusted to ex-,

.

clude the output and cost during the current calendar month of the Unit

to which such station service energy was supplied. .

,

\

3. During periods of zero or positiv6 net generation, the components of

consumption of heat from nuclear fud assemblies shall be considered to

consist of a fixed heat consumption corsponent and a variable heat con-

sumption component. The components of heat consu:aption are illustrated

by the current turbine-generator heat consumption curve for the Unit as

agreed to by the Participants. The fired portion of heat consumption

consists of the heat produced by the coactor required to supply station

service electric energy plus heat losses in the plant.

Note: Estimated cos ts will be used for the current month's calculation and '
an adjustmune, based upon the deviation of esti:nated vs. actual costs,
vill be made in the next succeeding conth's billing.

I
,

I
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1
1

4. W.ticg periods of zero or positive net generation, the fixed and variable

! portions of the total unit heat consumption shall be calculated on an

| hour-by-hour basis. The fixed portion of the Unit heat consumption shalt

be the product of service hours accumulated during periods of zero or

positive net generation times the fixed unit heat consu:aption ad indi-

cated on the current turbine-generator heat consumption curve for the

Unit as agreed to by the Participants. The variable portion of the unic
,

heat consupption shall be the total oet main unit generation in Hw hr/hr,

,

converted to Beu/hr, arcluding the fixed unit heat consumption. utilizing,

the relationship between Hv,hr/hr versus Stu/hr as repr' ele'n~t'ed'6n"The.

current turbine-generator heat consumption curve for the Unit as agreed

to by the Participanca. The total unit heat consumption shall be the sua
|

of fixed and variable portions of the unit heat consumption. The portion
,

,

of the coat of nuclear fuel consumed to be considered to be attributable

'' to fixed unit heat consumption for each Participant shall be che, total

cost for each Participant of nuclear fuel consumed tinco a fraction, the

numerator of which is the monthly fixed unit heat consumption and the de-

nominator of which is the total monthly unit heat consumption. The po r-

tion of the cost of nucicar fuel consumed to be attributable to variable

heat consumption for each Participant shall be the total cost of nuclear

fuel consumed for each Participant minus the portion of the cos t of nu-'

clear fuel consumed attributable to fixed unit heat consumption for each

Participant.

|

|
e

. - ,. .
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5. In determining the cost of nuclear f uel consused , coats shall be calee
!

latad using amortization in proportion to main unit heat cons tzu ptio n ,

such cost taking into account the original acquisition cost for each
i
'

Participant of the materials and services required to provide the f uel as

originally installed, the predicted total heat output of the assemblies

and the estimated net value of salvage materials. Each Participant may
.

1

calculate its chare of the cost of nuclear fuel consumed or, if requested,

CEI shall calculate such cost of nuclear fuel conutsued using methode
.

-' and/or computer codes considered acceptab'le ,by the Participants for this

~ pur po se. .

6. For owned nuclear fuel, the monthly nuclear fuel expenso shall be deter-
*

niined by the formula
,

'

a Ec (A -S)FC
C fC

T
f

where:

FC = Nuclear fuci expense during the current accounting month.

The energy, in Bcu, produced during the current accounting month.a
,

E = The energy, in Beu, expected to be produced from the beginning of
g

the current accounting month until the estimated end of life of the
f ue l.

The unamortized value of the fuel ,ts reflected by the dif ferenceA =
* between the balances in Accounts 120 3 (Nuclear fuot assemblies in

reactor) and 120.5 (Accumulated provision for amortization of nu-
clear f Lal assemblies) at the beginning of the current accounting;

month.

S Anticip3ted salvage value of the f ue.1 with related deductions in-=
g

! ciuding, but not limited to. shipping, reprocessing and waste dis-
posal costs,

i
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7. The monthly charge to expense for leased nuclear fuel constned is com-

posed of (a) a burnup expense related to energy resource conomption, (b)

a finance charge expense on either a current or levelized basis, and, if

appropriate (c) amortization of acetsnulated deferred expenses.

a. Mo.nthly Burnup Expense

The monthly burnup expense shall be calculated as follows:

Ec (C -S)B =
c fc

ip,

f,
" . . . ..~.

wheret

B = Burnup expense for the current accounting month.

d = The energy, in btu, produced during the current accounting conth.E

E = ne energy, $n Bed,' emeted to be prohed hem tb begindag
g of the e.urrent accounting month to the end of life of the f uel. *

.

C* - The lessor's net investment (acq61sition cost as defined in the
1 ease agreeeent less burnup expenses prior to the current ae-
counting month) at the beginning of the current accounting conth.

= AntMpated lesms net bestment at the W of the lease-tem, 'S g representing thn salvage value of the fuel with related deduc-'

tions including, but not limited to, shipping, reprocessing and
waste disposal costs.

B. Monthly F1n.ance Charge Expense

At the election of each Participant, which election may be made
separately for each batch of nuclear fuel, the monthly finance charde
expense may be calculated in either of the following two vays:

1. Current finance charge expense. The amount paid er payable to
the lessor in the current month for finance charges.

F $RC
c cc

4

!

l
:
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11. Levelized finance charge expense. The current month's share,
apportioned on energy resource consunption, of all finance
charges to be paid or, payable to che lessor for finance chargee
over the remaining life of the f uel including such charges for
the current month.

((R C ) + (E +g c,l) +. . .+ (R C )]CY, = E c gg

r~f
where: ;

i

? = The finance charge expense in the current accounting month.

E = The energy in Beu produced in tha current accounting month.

E = The energy in Btu,cxpected to be ' produced from the beginning of. g the current accounting month to the end of the lease carm. .
.

R, = The actual or estimated lease rate in mon:h 1, exprecaed as the
decimal equivalent of percent per month, as defined in the lease'

agreement or as calculated ,to produce total monthly costs of fi- .

nancing including any financing related fees. R is the race |

for the current month and R is the rate for the"finsi month of
!

f |

the lease term.
,

C, = The lessor's actual or estimated not investment at the beginning
of month i (acquisition cost as defined in the lease agreement^

less burnup payments made to the lessor prior to month 1). C

is the value at the beginning of the current month and C is Ehe
value at the be6 nning of the finsi uonth of the lease tkrm.i

*

c. Monthly Amortization of._ Deferred Expense

The monthly amortization of deferred expense shall be calculated as
follows: -

DA =Ec (D +D)c p a
T
f

where

The amortization of deferred expense during the current account-DA a
" ing month.

The energy, in Stu, produced during the current accoun ting
f.

E -
g

I
sonth.

| The energy, in Stu, expected to be produced from the beginning'

E -
g of the current accounting month to the end of the life of the

imL.'

.

|
|
|
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t

~

|
!

The unamortised portion at the beginning of the current account-D -

p ing month of the deferred expense related to the period prior
| co the beginning of cameercial operation of the leased nuclear
i f ul.

The unamortised portion at the beginning of the current account-0 -

i # in6 e2nch of the deferred expense related to the period af ter
the beginning of commercial operation of the leased nuclear
fuel.

O_i_1;

011 required for operating the Unit shall be, procured by CEI. Oil which is

, purchased prior to beginning o$ commercial opefatiton of Unit'Nor t is charged

to the project work order. Prior to commercial operation of Unic No, 1, a

| physical irventary of oil at the site vill be conducted by CEI. Subs eq uently. -

such oil will be transferred from the project work order to Account 151 (Fuel
.,

S to ck - 011). Oil which is purchased af ter the commercial operation date of 4

Unit'No.1 vill be charged directly to Account 151.
|

*

.

Monthly oil usage shall be credited to Account 131 and charged to the follow-,

! ing operation expense accounts:

A/C 518-10 - Energency Diesels - Fuel Consumed*

A/C 524-8 - Auxiliary Boiler - 011 Consumed
'

i

|

|
| Each Participanc's share of the oil inventories at the beginning of each month

auet be equal to that Participanc's gener.ttion entitlement share. Adj us tme nt s

to maintain such proportional ownership wili be made monthly in accordance,

with section vt of thia Exhibit.
.

i

!
,

I
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.

Section IV. Materials and Supplies

Materials and supplies required for the operation and maintenance and subse-

quent construction of the Unit shall be procured by CEI. Materials and sup-

plies which are purchased prior to the beginning of commercial operation of

Perry Plant Unit No.1 are charged to the project work order. Prior to com-

mercial operation of Unit No.1. a physical inventory of materials at.d sup- -

plies at the site vill be conducted by CEI. Subsequently, such materials and

supjlies will be transf erred f rom the project work order to Account.154.. (P1 Ant

Materiala and operating Supplies). Materials and supplies which are purchased

af ter the commercial operation date of Unit No. 1 vill be charged directly to .

,

*

Account 15 6~. *

- ,

9

Monthly materials and suppites usage shall be credited to. Account 154 and
'

charged to the appropriate operation and maintenance expense accounts, as de- ,

scribed in Section II 3 and subsequent construction as defined in the subse-

- quent Construction Agreement.

*

Each Participant's share of the esterials and supplies inventory at the hegin-
.

n{ng of each month must be equal :o that Participant's generation entitlement

share in the unit. Billing adjustments to maintain such proportional genera-

tion entitlement share vill be made monthly in accordance vich Section VI of

this Exhibit. .

.

*

!

I
I

$ U *
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,

|

|

Section V. Other Expenses

For intercompany billing purposes labor and material additive concs at cur-

cent rates prevailing at CEI as adjusted from time co time shall be added to
"

the labor and material components of operation and maincenance costs of Perry
|Plant Unit No.1 to which smh rates are applicable and shall be shared by I

the Participants on the same basis on which the primary labor and material

costs are chared. -

.

.

~ . - . . .

In addition, an allocation will be made of Account 556, System control and

L.oad Dispatching Conca Related to Production, and Accounc 557, other Produc~
~

1

tion Expenses. These costs would be allocated to Ferry Plant Unit No. 1 on a I

direct bania dere a direcc relationship exists, or on a net generating cap--

ability ratio Wen a direct relacionship does not exist. Accounc 556 vill in-

clude only those load dispatching costs incurred by CEI that are actributable

to the Perry Plant Unit No.1. Included in Account 557, Other Production

Expenses, are other production expenses not directly assignable to the other

production accounts. These costs included in Account 557 may be charged

directly Were a direct relacionship exists or, if not, they may be allocated

-on a net generating capability basis. The invoice vill identify amounts

| billed that were included in Account 557.
!

For intercompany billing purposes, administrative and general ( A&G) expences
,

| shall be allocated to' Perry Plant Unic No. I on the basis of the composite
|

three year rooving average ratio for CEI calculated at the end of each calendar
.,

year in accordance with the following formula to become ef fective on July 1
-! o f t he fo ll owi ng ye a r ,

,

& *

I
|
,

r

._ _.
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.

II + p/P ) + 0,L
al

_

(L -La2) (1 + p/P) + (O -0a2)e e

l
l

| In whicht

i L and 0"g *3 The three-year suas of direct labor expense and direct other-=

than-labor expense, respectively charged to the following
accoun ts :

1. Account 920, Administrative and General Salarica.

| 2. Account 921. Of fice Supplies and Expenses.

3. Account 922, Administrative Expenses Transferred - Credit,
excluding (1) "any reduction for" A&G costs billed to .other.

,'
Participants, and (2) any increases for A&G costa paid to.

o ther Participants.

(1 + p/P) = A cost ratio by means of which those expenses directly associa .

ated with payroll (labor additives) may be added to direct labor
c harg e s.

.
, ..

The three year sum of the following labor additives:p =
,

'

l. Payroll Taxes *

.

Federal old-Age Benefits
| Federal Unemployment Insurance
t State Unasployment Insurance *

,

*

2. Workers' Compensation and/or Injuries and Damage (Payroll
related costs only)

3. Duployse Pensions and Benefits (Account 926)
|

| 4. Pay for Time Not Worked

Exclude any labor additives which are included with the basic direct labor

charges, examples of which might be " Pay for Time Not Worked" or * Payroll

! Taxes."

.

s

1

|
- - --
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-

~

|

P = The three-year sua of the total payroll with uhich the above
labor additives are associated.

L" and 0 .= The three year sums of direct labor expense and direct other-
"

then-labor expense, respectively, charged to all operation and
maintenance expense accounts except accounts for f uct and pur-
chased / interchange power for the entire Company, excluding (1)
any reduction for. direct labor expense and other-than-labor ex-
pense billed to other Participants, and (2) any increases for
direct labor expenses and other-than-labor expenses paid to

|

|
other Participants. '

L and 0 = The three year sums of direct labor expennas and direct other-
82 *2 than-labor expense respectively. charged to all Administrative

and General Expense Accounts 920 through 935, inclusive.

- _ . - . . . .

The amount of administrative and general expenses to be allocated to each Par-

Cicipant during a given period shall be the product of the above ratio multi- *

plied by the total operation and maintensnee expensos and labor additives, |

*

excludir.g Account 518. -s11ocated to the Participant for that period. '

.

Payroll Additives on Direct Labor Cost

|

Payroll additives on direct labor costs vill be computed using the same compo-

nents as used in the 1 + p/P basis, .xcept it will be a monthly rate on a one-

month lag basis.

|
t

| i

'
.

i

!

!
.. , ,- . . .

-. _ . . _ ,---- .-.
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section VI. Billing'

The monthly bill for operation and maintenance expenses wili include costs fo r

materials and supplies, oil and nuclear fuel and other operation and mainte-
.

nance expenses.

1. Materials and Supplies (H_&5) and 011 Supplies

'"CEI shall procure M&S and Oil and pay ven' dors..all payments ,as they become

? ue and shall praaptly bill the Participants in the unit for choir re-d

spective shares of su:h procuranents.

-Since the Participants in the' Unit will own M&S and Oil inventory in pro- ,

,

the Partici-pogtion to,their generation entitlement chare in the unit,

pants will be given credit on the monthly bill for their share of the H&S

and 011 which were coueurned and charged to expense during the billingJ

period. Included in the monthly bill will be charges or credite for M&S ,

,

and 011 necessary to maintain, at the beginning of each month, che, Par-

ticipant's remaining generation entitlement share in H&S and 011 in pro-

portion to their original generction entitlement share in H&S and 011.

2. Wuelear Fuel .

.

-Nuc' lear f uel may be owned or leased. With respect to the procurement of

owned nuclear fuel for the Unit, CEI will pay vendors payuents as they

become due having received from the Participants on the business day
,

.

- - -, ,-
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.

on or before the payment date the Parcicipants' respective shares of such

! payments; or each Participant may pay and accumulate the coa es of fuel

they purchase for the Unit, with respect to the procurement of leased

nuclear fuel. CEI as agent for the Participants, may instruct the lessor

for the Unit to make payments to vendors as they become due; or each Par-

ticipant' inay ins truct its individual lessor to make payments as they be-
|

come due.
!

'If the fuel is, leased and. CET is the ag'ent of the lease CEI will pay to
- ~ . . - . . . . . . . . .

the lessors all payments _ as they becane due, having received from the

.

Participants their respective shares of such payments on or before the
*

| .

| payment, da te. If the Participants utilize their own lease agreements
'

they will pay their respective shares of the lease coste directly to the
,

lessoru.

CEI shall make payments for the disposal of spent nuclear fuel from the

Unit in.accordance with the U.S. Department of Energy Contract No.

DE-CR01-85 RW00046. having received f rom the Participants in the Unit

their respective shares of such payments on the business day prior to the

payment date.

|
*

Included in the crinthly bill vill be adjustments between Participants of

nuclear fuel expenses necessary to maintain, at the beginning of each

month, the Participants' remaining owned shares or lease shares in the

in-core value of nuclear f uel in proportion to their original cos t of
,

'

owned shares or lease shares of the in-core value of nuclear fuel.
.

e

i

.

. -, - - -
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If any Participant chooses to compute its share of amortization and ex-

pense, CEI will furnish such Participant with heat consumption and mega-

watthour data as appropriate and the Participant will perform such

computation and furnish CEI with the results to accumulate the total Cost

of fuel consumed. If a Participant elects to have CEI compute its share

of a.1ortization and expense and the Participant is supplying its own in-

dividual lease financing. such Pgrticipant will furnish CEI with financ-

ing charge data aud CEI will furnish such Partteipant with the results

'of the computation ~. ' ' '
" - - - ~ ~ - - - -

3. Monthly Operation and Maintenance Expense -

.

CEI will bill the Participants in Perri Plant Unit No.1 monthly for *

their respective shares of operation and maintenance expenses for the
''Unit.

|

NOTE: Costs of subsequent construction will be billed separately in accord-

ance with the subsequent Construction Agreement and will not .be part of

the Operation and Maintenance bill.

.
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HEHOPANDUM OF AGREEMENT

(RE: AMENDHENT OF PERRY UNIT NOS. 1
AND 2. CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT AND

PERRY UNIT NO. 1 OPERATING AGREEMENT
TO ACCOMMODATE OVNERSHIP CHANGE

IN PERRY UNIT NO. 2)

|
|

|

l

THIS AGREEMENT effective as of the 1st day of January 1992,

by and among The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, an Ohio

corporation ("CEI"); Duquesne Ligh t Company, a Pennsylvania

corporation ("DL"); Ohio Edison Company, an Ohio corporation;

Pennsylvania Power Company, a Pennsylvania corporation ("PP") and a

wholly-owned aubsidiary of Ohio Edison Company which company and its

said subsidiary, except as otherwise provided herein, are considered

as a single Party for the purposes of this Agreement and referred to

as ("0E"); and The Toledo Edison Company, an Ohio corporation ("TE"),

each of which is sometimer referred to hereinaf ter as a Party or as a

Participant, and collec tively as the Parties or or as the

Participants.

.
'

V I T N E S S E T H:

'

VHEREAS, the Parties have entered into certain CAPC0 Unit

cons truction and operating agreements (all of which agreements, being

herein referred to collectively as the " Agreements", are described

with more particularity hereinafter): and
4

|
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l
'

VHEREAS, the Cons truction Agreemen:--Perry Uni ts Nos. 1 and

2, da ted July 22, 1974, as amended, provides that DL shall own as |1

tenant in common an undivided 13. 74 interest (its "ovnership 1
'

interest") in Ferry Unit 2 and further prov: des that DL shall own as |

tenant in common an undivided 13.74% interes t in the Perry Plan: site
|

(or, alternatively, by separate deeds, undi.ided interes ts in the land

on which each of Unit No. I and Unit No. 2 is to be principally 1

located, and undivided interests in the balance of the Ferry Plant1

Site); and

|

|

VHEREAS, the Operating Agreement--Perry Unit No.1, dated
March 10, 1987,

provides that all costs and expenses contemplaced by

the Agreement shall be shared by the Participants in accordance vith
Exhibi t A to the Agreement; and

I
1

VHEREAS, CEI and DL have entered into a Memorandum of

Understanding, dated August 28, 1991, and have agreed that CL shall

sell and CEI shall purchase DL's entire ownership interest in Perrv

Uni t No. 2 for S3,118,000 and have further agreed that CEI shall
1

charge DL for any subsequent assignments of equipment to ?erry Uni:

No. 1 from Perry Unit No. 2 in an amount for such assigned equipment

to be calculated in accordance with the formula hereinaf ter expressed;
and

.

_ -
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VHEREAS, the Operating Agreement--Perry Unit No. 1, dated

Harch 10, 1987, provides that each of the Participants shall

separately report, file, be responsible for and pay all property,

franchise, business or other taxes applicable to its interest (whether

ovned or leased) in the Unit or Unic No. 1 Site; and

|

VHEREAS, CEI and DL have agreed that DL shall sell and CEI

shall purchase DL's entire undivided tenant-in-common ovnership

interest in the real estate in the Perry Plant Site, excepting and

reserving to DL. its successors, and assigns a permanent easement in

the Perry Plant Site for the sole purpose of exercising its undivided

tenant-in-common interest in Perry Unic No. 1 and its associated

common facilities for $206,015.80 and have further agreed that CEI

shall charge DL for real estate taxes related solely to DL's

proportionate interest in Perry Uni t No. 1 and its associated common

facilities and Perry Plant Site land;

VHEREAS, the Parties desire to further amend the Agreements

as hereinafter set forth;
f

NOV, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and of the

mutual covenants herein se t forth, the Parties agree as follows:

1. One of the Agreements entered into by the Parties is the

Construction Agreement - Perry Units Nos. I and 2, dated July 22,

1974, as amended (said Agreement being herein referred to as the

. . _ _
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" Perry Units Nos. I and 2 Construction Agreement"). The first

paragraph of Section- ) of the Perry Units Nos.1 and 2 Cons truction

Agreement is amended to read as follovs:

3. Unic No. I shall be owned by CEI, DL, OE, PP and TE as
tenants in common in the following proportions: CEI shall own an
undivided 31.11% interest; DL shall own an undivided 13.74% interest;
OE shall own an undivided 30.00% interest; PP shall own an undivided
5.24% interest; 'and TE shall own an undivided 19.91% interest. Unit 2
shall be ovned by CEI, DL, OE, PP, and TE as tenants in common in the
same proportions through December 31, 1991 and thereafter shall be
ovned by CEI, OE, PP and TE as tenants in common in the folloving
proportions: CEI shall own an undivided 44.85% interest; OE shall own
an undivided 30.00% interest, PP shall own an undivided 5.24%
interest; and TE shall own an undivided 19.91% interest. Such
undivided interest of each of the Companies in Unit No. 1 and Unit No.
2 shall be referred to hereinaf ter as its " ownership interest" in said
Unit.

Section 4 of the Perry Units Nos.1 and 2 Construction

Agreement is amended to read as follows:

4. As soon as practicable, the Parties vill convey or cause
to. be conveyed to CEI, OE, PP and TE undivided interests in the Perry
Plant Site, (or, alternatively, by separate deeds, undivided interests
in the land on which each of Unit No.1 and Unit No. 2 is to be
principally located, and undivided interests in the balance of ' the
Perry Plant Site), to the end that CEI, OE. PP and TE will own
undivided interests as tenants in common in such land in the following

"
. proportions: CEI 44.85%; OE - 30.00%; PP - 5.24%; and TE - 19.91%
and to the end that DL vill own a permanent easement in the Perry
Plant Site for the sole purpose of exercising its undivided
tenant-in-common interest in Perry Unit No.1 and its associated
common facilities. Said conveyances shall also provide for mutual
easements relating to the c'spective ownership interests of thee,

'

Companies and shall be in forms satisfactory to the Companies. Except
as may be othervise agreed to by the Companies,. the consideration to
be paid for the interests in lands to be conveyed hereunder shall
reflect the cost of such lands, plus carrying charges of CEI thereon
from July.30, 1971, as said carrying charges are defined in the CAPC0
Accounting and Procedure Manual. CEI shall take such action as may be
necessary and appropriate to obtain the release from the lien of its
Indenture of Mortgage vith Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York,
dated July 1. 1940, as amended and supplemented. in order to convey or
cause to be conveyed interests in lands as above set forth.

.

- , , , , , - , . - - ",
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The first paragraph of Sec tion 11 of the Perry Units Nos.

1

and 2 Cons truc tion Agreemen t is amended to read as follovs: 1

!

11.
! All cos ts con templated by this Agreement, Vhether:

incurred by any or all of the Companies, and associated with the
l

cons truction of the Units, including direct, addi tive or loading, and I

allocable costs as set forth in the CAPC0 Accounting and Procedure
Manual and carrying charges as defined in the CAPCO Accounting and
Procedure Manual on amounts advanced by CEI prior to establishment of
the interim bank accounts pursuant to the Memor,andum Agreement among
the Companies, dated October 16, 1972, shall be shared by the
Compar.ies in proportion to their respective ownership interests (CEI -
31.11%, DL - 13.74%, OE - 30.00%, PP - 5.24%, and TE - 19.91% as to
Uni t No.1 and Unit No. 2 through December 31, 1991, and thereafter in
the same percentages as to Uni t No. I and CEI - 44.85%; OE - 30.00%;
PP - 5.24%; and TE - 19.91% as to Unit No. 2); provided that cost of
capital of each Company (except to the extent included in the carrying
charges of CEI referred to in the preceding clause of this sentence),
interest charged to construction and property taxes and sales and use

i taxes applicable to the ovnership interest of a Company, shall be
borne by such Company. j

'

|

The second paragraph of Section 12 of the Perry Units Nos.1

and 2 Construction Agreement is amended to read as follovs:

CEI, DL, OE, PP and TE have established a bank account in
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, New York, New York. As of
January 1, 1992 the account is to be redesignated the " PERRY PLANT
UNIT NO. 2 CONSTRUCTION - The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

1

(44.85%) - Ohio Edison Company (30.00%) - Pennsylvania Power Company
(5.24%) - The Toledo Edison Company (19.91%)" account, and all checks

- or other instruments drawn on the account shall bear this designation.
The imprest amount in the account shall be S100,000. Such imprest!

| amount may be changed from time to time at the request of CEI to
i. correspond to the expected activity.

I-
,

i-

The last sentence of the third paragraph of Section 12 of the

Perry Uni ts Nos.1 and 2 Cons truc tion Agreement is amended to read as
,

follovs :

DL. OE PP and TE hereby authorize CEI to act as agent of,

- each for the purpose of disbursing funds f rom their respective
!, -accounts,

$' e

'
, .

.

~ n --% .e- , e - ---m,. ese., y - - - - . , y- , , . - - - - _ -,w ,e.r v-., m .- -. -,m , - - , , ,.,%>
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2. Another of the Agreements entered into by the Parties is

the Operating Agreement - Perry Unit No. 1, dated March 10, 1987 (said

Agreement being herein referred to as the " Perry Uni t No. 1 Operating

Agreement"). The first paragraph of Section 13 of the Perry Unit

No.1 Opera ting Agreement is amended to read as follovs:

All costs and expenses contemplated by this Agreement,
including overheads, directly or indirectly associated with the
operation and maintenance of the Unit or Unit No. 1 Site, whether
incurred by any or all of the Participants shall be shared by the
Participants in accordance with Exhibit A; provided, however, that as
to any equipment in existence at Perry Unit No. 2 and pansferred to
CEI on January 1,1992 per Bill of Sale executed Feb /O , 1992
and any equipment subsequently assigned or transferred to Ferry Unit
No. 1, CEI shall charge DL an amount for such assigned equipment equal
to the product of the price CEI paid OL for the purchase of DL's
entire ovnership interest in Perry Unit No. 2, divided by OL's book

on January 1,1992 of all Perry Unit No. 2 equipment sold to CEI,cost

and multiplied by DL's book cost on January 1, 1992 of the specific
equipment to be assigned to Ferry Unit No. 1, plus an amount equal to
CEI's cost of capital (as authorized in the then most ,

recent rate |order of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio) per year of such
amount compounded annually from January 1,1992 to the date of
assignment; provided further, however, that the amount to be charged

,

to DL shall never exceed the lover of DL's book cost on January 1,
1992 or the fair market value of the equipment at the time of its
assignment to Perry Unic No. 1.

Section 14 of the Perry Unit No.1 Operating Agreement is

amended to read as follows:

It is the intent of the Participants that so far as possible
each shall separately report, file, be responsible for and pay all
property, franchise, business or other taxes applicable to its
interest (whether owned or leased) in the Unit or Unit No. 1 Site. To
the extent that such taxes may be levied on or assessed against a
Participant in excess of its interest in the Unit or the Uni t No. 1
Site, then such excess shall be billed and recovered from any
Participant whose taxes were levied on or assessed in an amount less
than its owned, leased or easement interest in the Unit or Unit No. 1
Site. To the extent that such taxes may be levied on or assessed
against the Unit or Unit No. 1 Site or its operation, or the ovners or

i their related Participants. in such manner as. in the opinion of the
| Participants, makes impracticable or inequitable the carrying out of
'

said intent. then such taxes shall be deemed a part of the' cost or
expense of the Unit or Unit No. I S~i te or the opera ticn of the Uni t.
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IN VITNESS VHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this

Agreement to be exect, j by their duly authorized officers this /.C
day of k r v 2 f- y

g ..
1992.,

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC
ILLUHINATING COMPANY

OHIO EDISON COMPANY

BY_ |h ). 4t}. e?J;,' kx-
BY-

/ p

OUQUESNE LIGHT COMPANY
PENNSYLVANIA POVER COMPANY

,

B Y_ . BY V , [- '

yv- m. _. ,

THE TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY

W Ys-, -pfBY

.

/ j

. . ,

'

i

i

4

4

t

i.

,,v-- , , , , , - . , e, r , , , , ~ . - , - - - . . - - , . , - - - , - - - , , - - --
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1

vYE.OTEds.,
October 20,1998

i

l

i

Mr. Anthony J. Alexander
'

Executive Vice President and General Counsel
j ...FirstEnergy Corporation

_76 South Main Street !
'

Akron, OH 44308 "e |
*

!ui. , s

|*

Dear Tony, |;

f ,

Pursuant to Section 7(b) of the agreement in prmciple between |1

lDuquesne Light Company and FirstEnergy Corp., dated as of October 14,.

i 1998, Duquesne hereby provides notice to FirstEnergy that it suppons the

| pending application by FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company to the
Ifuelear: Regulatory Commission for approval to asstune operating
responsibility for Perry Unit No.1.

Sincerely,
,

,

,

i. - .
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